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CREATING AN ATLANTIC UNION DELEGATION
TUESDAY,

MARCH 26, 1973

I lO-SE OF R EllW-S'FNrA'rI'F-s,
AFFAIRS,

(iom~mi'rrn.P o.N FoJitpm

OI.A N IZATIONIH AND) MNOVEME',1'

Thie committees niet at 2 p).mi.. tIl rSoml 2200, Rayburni Douse Office
Building, I ton. D onald At. Fraser (elmairnmn1,1 of tile sudbconnnittev)
presidling.
Mr. Fit.\sim. The subcommittee w~ill (c0m1e to order'.
Thie sublctommiittee meets today to (consider' House Joint Resoluition 20.5. which wouldl creat4-- it tTS. delegation to participate in an
initernaiona1l1

convent ion of interestedl parliamentary (lelliocrUciels to

C-,XI)lolC the IpoSSlnllty' of agreement Onl a declaration in favor of trnlsfluinlg t 11(l 1)l-eSCIt r-elat iOluillijS along thle partici pati ng nations
into it m1ore effective uniit, based oHl Fedleratl principles.
fIt addition to House Joit Resolution 205, six other resolutions
have beenl introduced inl the House during the 93d Congress which are
idenical ill ('oncelpt to Htouse Joint Resolution 205, with some if
ference inl wording or legislative form. Tfliy atre House Congr91essiotnl
Resolution 39, 11". Cong'ressional Resolution 67, House 'Joint Resolut.tionl 2(06, house Joilnt Resolution 213, House Joint AIesoltition 218,
and1( 1House Joint Resolution :387.
The Senlate version, Senate 'Joinit Resolution 21, was introduced lby
Senator Galie Gee and is identical to House Joinit Resolut ion 205.
It wvas reported by' the Senate Foreigni Relations Committee on Marchl
21l andi is scheduled for S4enate floor, action this afternoon.
IIllousei Joint IResoluitioni 205 follows :j
.JIx' 1E)11IIN'o cet te an Atlantle Union delegation
Whl-va'l a Illor)V perfect union of the Atlntic Coi11111ity Colls istent~wvIth tile

Chat-ter (of the Untited Na tions~ gives pronlise of strengthening common defense,

f

while (!ntt jag Its cost, providing a stale currency for world trade. facilitating
10OI1IIIP tf 1ll ills, enlhunci ig the welfare of the people of the mnembler nations,
1111d1 iiieusing third citiflcitv to a11( the people of (levelopilig naitionis Now, thierefore, h~e it
I.etiIri'4 bhi

ftie (nitcd SItte of
-tl!'S(I.vscmflbhd, rimt(1I) The Cogrs
'OlPcIlierehiy creates lilt Atlaiitic I'iiioll deh'gatiiu. ('oillpos'(l( of
('ighiteell t'111iiiit c it izvlls, anad authorized to organize a11(1 liarticiplate fi a convenlI flifri(a

inl ('Ii

e SenaZ~l(te and Ilotxe (of 1?Crc.'vent(1tivc.9 of

tion made up of similar delegations from such North Atlantic Treaty parliamentary democracies as desire td Join in the enterprise, and other parliamentary democracies the convention may invite, to explore the possibility of agreement on(a) a declaration that the goal of their peoples is to transform their
present relationship into a more effective unity based on Federal principles;
(b) a timetable for the transition by stages to this goal; and
(c) a commission to facilitate advancement toward such stages.
(2) The convention's recommendations shall be submitted to the Congress.
(3) Not more than half of the delegation's members shall be from one political
party.
(4) (a) Six of the delegates shall be appointed bythe Speaker of the House of
Representatives, after consultation with the House Committee on Foreign Affairs
and the leadership, six by the President of the Senate, after consultation with the
Senate Committee on Foreign Relations and the leadership, and six by the President of the United States.
(b) Vacancies shall not affect its powers and shall be filled in the same manner
as the original selection.
(e) The delegation shall elect a Chairman and Vice Chairman from among its
members.
(d) All members of the delegation shall be free from official instructions, and
free to speak and vote Individually in the convention.
(5) To promote the purposes set forth in section (1), the delegation Is hereby
authorized(a) to seek to arrange an international convention and such other meetings and conferences as it may deem necessary;
(b) to employ and fix the compensation of such temporary professional
and clerical staff as it deems necessary: Provided, That the number shall
not exceed ten: And provided further, That compensation shall not exceed
the maximum rates authorized for committees of the Congress; and
(c) to pay not in excess of $100,000 toward such expenses as may be
Involved as a consequence of holding any meetings or conferences authorized
by subparagraph (a) above.
(6) Members of the delegation, who shall serve without compensaticti ,hall
be reimbursed for, or shall be furnished, travel, subsistence, and other necessary
exlnses incurred by them in the performance of their duties under this Joint
resolution, upon vouchers approved by the Chairman of said delegation.
(7) Not to exceed $200,000 ist hereby authorized to be appropriated to the
Department of State to carry out the purposes of this resolution, payments to
be made upon vouchers approved by the Chairman of the delegation subject to
the laws, rules, and regulations applicable to the obligation and expenditure of
appropriated funds. The delegation shall make semiannual reports to Congress
accounting for all expenditures and such other information as it deems
appropriate.
(8) The delegation shall cease to exist at the expiration of the three-year
period beginning on the date of the approval of this resolution.
Mr. FRASER. Altogether the Atlantic Union Resolutions now have 76

cosponsors in the House and 22 in the Senate. The list of cosponsors

willbe placed in the published record of the hearing at this point.
[The list referred to follows:]

HOUSE COSPONSORS OF ATLANTIC UNION RESOLUTIONS

John B. Anderson (Republican-Illinois)
Peter N. Kyros (Democrat-Maine),
Joseph P. Addabbo (Democrat-Nemv Paul N. McCloskey (Republican-CaliYork),
fornia),
Glenn M. Anderson (Democrat-Call - Torbert H. Macdonald (Democrat-Masfornia),
sachusetts),
Bella S. Abzug (Democrat-New York) P John Melchor (Democrat-Montana),
Herman Badillo (Democrat-New York), P John Moakley, (Independent-MassaBob Bergland (Democrat-Minnesota),
chusetts ),
Jonathan 13. Bingham (Democrat-New William S. Moorhead
(DemocratYork),
Pennsylvania),
John A. Blatnlk (Democrat-Minnesota)
John E. Moss (Democrat-California),
Edward P. Boland (Democrat-Massa. Morgan F. Murphy (Deniocrat-Illinois),
Lucien N. Ne<lzl (Democrat-Michigan),
chusetts),
Richard Boiling (Democrat-Missouri),
James G. O'Hara (Democrat-Michigan),
Yvonne Brathwaite Burke (Democrat. Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr. (Democrat-MasCalifornia),
sachusetts),
Garry Brown (Republican-Michigan),
Claude Pepper (Democrat-Florida),
Charles J. Carney (Democrat-Ohio),
Bertram L. Podel (Democrat-New
Frank M. Clark (Democrat-PennsylYork),
Richardson Preyer (Democrat-North
vania),
Don H. Clausen (Republican CaliforCarolina),
Melvin Price (Democrat-Illinois),
nia),
Silvio 0. Conte (Republican-Massachu- Albert H. Quie (Republican-Minnesota),
Tom Railsback (Republican-Illinois),
setts),
James C. Corman (Democrat-Califor- Thomas M. Rees (Democrat-California),
nia),
Thaddeus J. Dulski (Democrat-New Donald W. Riegle (Republican-MichiYork),
gan),
Bob Eckhardt (Democrat-Texas),
Howard W. Robison (Republican-New
York ),
Don Edwards (Democrat-California),
Marvin L. Esch (Republican-Michigan), Peter W. Rodino, Jr. (Democrat-New
Dante B. Fascell (Democrat-Florida),
Jersey),
Benjamin Rosenthal (Democrat-New
Paul Findley (Republican-Illinois),
Daniel J. Flood (Democrat-PennsylYork),
vania),
Edward R. Roybal (Democrat-Califorilia),
Thomas S. Foley (Democrat-WashingPhilip E. Ruppe (Republican-Michiton),
William S. Ford (Democrat-Michigan),
gan),
Edwin B. Forsythe (Republican-New Herman Schneebeli (Republican-Pennsylvania),
Jersey),
Donald M. Fraser (Democrat-Minn. John Seiberling (Democrat-Ohio),
Henry P. Smith, III (Republican-New
esota),
York),
Richard H. Fulton (Democrat-TennesJ. William Stanton (Republican-Ohio),
see),
Charles M. Teague (Republican-CaliSam Gibbons (Democrat-Florida),
fornia),
Henry B. Gonzalez (Democrat-Texas),
Frank Thompson Jr. (Democrat-New
Gilbert Gude (Republican-Maryland),
Michael Harrington (Democrat-MassaJersey)
Morris K.
Odal
(Democrat-Arizona),
chusetts),
James Harvey (Republican-Michigan), Guy Vander Jagt (Republican-MichiHenry Helstoski (Democrat-New Jergan),
Jermone R. Waldie (Democrat-Califorsey),
Chet Holifleld (Democrat-California),
nia),
Frank Horton (Republican-New York), John Ware (Republican-Pennsylvania),
Joseph E. Karth (Democrat-Minne- Jim Wright (Democrat-Texas),
sota),
Clement 3. Zablocki (Democrat-WisconEdward I. Koch (Democrat-New York),
sin),

SE SAT F C1 OSPONSORS OF ATI.,NTIC UNION RESOLUTTION

Henry 110ll111011, IOP~U hl Iai.

oft Okla. Gale W. McGee, Democrat, of W'yonihig.
Ueorge McGovern, D~emocrat' of Smlitih
of
W~allatce' ..
Bennett, ltepubhil,
IDakota.
Mike M1anfeld, D)emnocrat, (of Montanam.
Ed %vu rd W.. Broo)ke, Ilepll~i ict, of Mlls. Lee Metcalf, Democrat, of Mlontana.
Walter F, Mlondale, Democrat, of Min('litrord 1P. Came,. Rlepuiclan. of New
uesota.
,1('rs-y.
Ftank K. Moss., Democrat, of Utah.
F~ra~nk (Church. Democrat. of 1Iaho.
Edmund 8. Miuskle, D~emocrat, of Maine.
1Iin:,mmm L. I$'.ig. IRepubnhtlli1, of llawvall.
(1 jathorne Pe(ll, Demiocrat, of Itluode
W1111111n1 1). H~athawinay,
)eiloc rat, of
TIlnd.
'Min e.
IHigh Scott. 1tiibiial il of 1'elnsy1Haitrold .I-1 Hughes, IDenioerat, of Iowal
hutbert 11. H~umpJhrey, D~emocrat, of Robert Traft, Jr., Republicanm, of Ohio.
Hlarrison A. Williams, Jr.. 1Denmocrat, of
,Jacob K. .Javits, Ileimhlicmn, of New
New Jersey.
YorkII.

has received at written statement
I-fouse Joinlt Resolution '205 from onec of 0111 colleagues ill
thle Committee oil Foreign Afiairs, Representative Pevter Frelinglmuvseln. wh'o is ulnalble to attend today's hea ring because he is out' of thle
coitlitry oil official lbuSiness. Rejpre'seitativ It ario Biaggi has also Subopposing

Illittedl a written statement inl opplosition to the resolution. Robert.

1Ellsworth, fTormer U.S. Ambhlassador to NATO,~ has senjt a statemnit
support ing file resoluttionl. Th'lese statenlip'nts will appear, inl the tappenl-

(li x of the p)ub]ished record.
We have three w itinesses timis a tenonRerseta y Pu Fillmdiey, Mfr. Clarence Streit, and M,\rs. James Williams, .NMr. Findiley has
re0presnited the 20th Collt(ressionlal I)istrict of Illinlois for 12) years, and
is anl active member' of this subcommittee. As the leading adlvoente of
Atlantic Union inl the house of Representatives, hie has wvon Wi1desmreadl respect ailmontz his colleagues. He0 is thle principal sponsor of
house .Joint Resolution .205.
M1r. Findley, why (lon'tyou begins.
STATEMENT OF RION. PAUL FINDLEY, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS
Mm'111
FIDE.M.Chairmlan, Ily colleagues Onl thle S1ll)conmn1littCe,
thi.s- is an historic moment for Atlantic Union. 'fie 'Atlantic Union
resolu11t ions, fouse ,Joilt.Resolutions 205. 9,06., and 213, were intr6x~uced
on oJanuary 18 with 74 cosponsors, the largest, number ever to joini onl
the first. (layN. Th'lat number continues to growNN.
Along those supp)ortinge Atlantic Union is Mfajorityv Leader Thomas
P'. O*Neill. MfinorityX Leader Geraldl R. F ord has assur'ed me that lie
Nvihl vote, for it. House Republican Conference Chairman rohin 13.
Ander-son is also a sponsor.
Ani identical resolution inl the Senate. sponsored by Mfajority. Lader
MNfike M1ansfield and M.finority Leader' Hulgh Scott, has Ilee'n ua
mouslv reported by thie Foreign Relations Conu-nittee andl was passed
by the 46nate today. Last, year, like today, it passed, the Senate
Unan imnously.

What thle Atlantic Untion Resolution does is establish-an 18-member
U".S. delegation of 0e1inen01t, citizens.

This group would be authorized to meet in convention with similar
groul)s from other NATO nations for these purl)oses first, to seek

agrIeeinent. on federation as the goal of the alliance; second, to fix a
target (late for achievement of the goal; third, to establish interim
institutions needed to keep the developments on schedule.
The resolution contemplates a massive advance in political institutions, one tliat. indeed would be historic. At the sane time it is no more
massive than the advances in scientific technology which. take place
almost daily.
The nations of the world have developed the capability to destroy
one another completely, but we have yet to build a,political system
which canprevent a world holocaust. 'We have the ability to walk
ami, the stars, but not the social institutions which can make it. safe
to walk the streets and roads of this planet.
Conceivably, the convention wou h explore the possibility of applying the genius of oul own U.S. Federal system to the broader Atlantic
community. A federation of these major nations of Western civilization w-nuld be formidable indeed. It would result in a political institution large enough to deal successfully with the supranational problens that l10w confound us.
Is the l united States ready for such a venture? That same question
was asked 1wv George Washington back in 1787 as the Constitutional
Co'n vention began its meetings in Philadelphia. Brushing it aside, General Washington pressed on. exhorting the Convention to raise a standard to which the wise and the honest could repair.
Six years agro, the man who is now President affirmed his own be.liefthat tfle Unit'ed States is ready for Atlantic Union. In a statement. to
this committee, then private citizen Richard Nixon said:
It is fitting that the United States. the world's first truly federal government.
should he a main force behind the effort to findia basis for a broad federation

of free Atlantic nations.
To be sure the concept of ant "Atlantica" is at present only a1dream, but i
the age of the rocket. dreams become reality with a1speed which is difficult
tN imagine. The Atlantic Utilton resolution is a forward-lo(king proposal which
acknowledges the depth andbreadth of Incredlible change which is going on in
the world around us. I urge its adlotion.

A sponsor of the resolution wwhen he was a member of the House

and later the Senate, Richard Nixon's supl)ort for Atlantic U'nion

continues to this day.
Early this montl I met with him at the 'White House to discuss
the prospect for Atlantic l'nion in this Congress and to ask him to
restate his support. I presented him the following letter:
I-fon. II('rAuma) M. NixoN.,

The Pr'ci.'' t,
The 1'hite ll(mse, 11Vashin!/ton, ).C.
DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: I thank you most warmly for this appointment. It

gives me the opportunity to draw to your attention the Atlantic Union resolution

vital time when y ou are making foreign policy 1lais for your second
at thil,
term, I am hopeful that you will decide to give the resolution your public
Sipilmort,
Your suplmport will have a dramatic positive effect upon Europeansu.

imder-

scoring the importance your administration attaches to the development of
stronger Iustitutional ties with Europe. It will also reinforce the foreign l)oliey
positions, you have already taken, including the major Initiatives witli China

and the Soviet Union. and the pragmatic steps taken elsewhere.

A statement of support could be included in your state of the world message
or other public document. Or, of course, it. could Pe included in a response to
this letter.
Perhaps these thoughts will be useful ifyou consider making a statement:
Enactment of the resolution would be a valuable, constructive notice
to our allies in Western Europe and Canada that tie Congress, like the
President, rates Atlantic community interests very higt and that, far from
withdrawing from present arrangements, wishes to se
agreement on the
goal of still greater unity, along Federal lines.
One need look no further than the monetary and trade problems now
before us to recognize the need for better institutions to deal with them.
The practical steps already taken toward European unity should inspire
all of us to set a worthy goal for the still broader Atlantic community.
Small, pragmatic steps are easier to take if they are known to be down
the path to an agreed upon destination. In this, our own forefathers set
the example by establishing long-term goals for the 13 colonies.
The Atlantic Union resolution is a forward looking proposal, and it is
fitting that the United States, the world's first truly federal government,
should be a main force behind this initiative.
In more personal terms, Mr. President, I feel this is a way for you to have
a great enduring impact on history. By using your prestige to help establish
federation as the long-term goal for the Atlantic community, you will, I earnestly believe, establish an influence for peace and liberty that will last far beyond your own administration.
I am supplying a memorandum which expands upon these points, and await
with high hopes your response.
Sincerely,
PAUL FINDLEY,

Representative in Congrcs8.

In response, the President assured me that he continues to favor the
goal, and the concept, of Atlantic Union and that he will sign this
resolution if it is passed by the Congress. In a letter to me dated March
10, President Nixon states:
As a goal and a concept I have favored Atlantic Union for many years, dating
back to my service in the Congress. As President, I have made it a policy not
to give specific endorsement to resolutions of this kind, but I want you to know
that my londstanding position on the concept and the goal which you are seeking
to achieve through this resolution has not changed.

Are Europeans ready to consider such a bold step? I believe they
are. In 1970 at the annual meetings of the North Atlantic Assembly
at The Hague, I introduced a similar proposal recommending that
NATO heads of government call a convention to consider the possibility of federation or other means of greater cooperation in both military and nonmilitary areas. The measure was enthusiastically embraced by most of the delegate-parliamentarians from other countries
attending the Assembly meetings.
For many years the International Movement for Atlantic Union,
whose membership is comprised of prominent citizens of Western Europe, including many parliamentarians, has worked for Atlantic
Union.
A little over 1 year ago, 200 European parliamentarians joined in
forming a new organization, the International Association for Federal Union. Branch offices are now being set up in each country in
Europe.
There is, indeed, broad and deep support for Atlantic Union in
Europe:
This is an historic moment also because for the first time widespread
political support for Atlantic Union has converged with a general

I

realization that all is not well with our present institutional methods
for dealing with problems confronting the Atlantic community.
In less tian I year the United States had devalued the dollar twice.
The assaults on the dollar continue. European bankers simply cannot
deal with the problem alone. It is a trans-Atlantic problem.
Other problems beset us.
Scientific development and technology rush head on quite irrespective of national boundaries. So does world economic development. The
multinational corporation is commonl)lace. Social phenomena, such as
the youth culture, are no respecters of the nation-state. Poverty and
disease have never known the confines of nationality. In recent years
the environmental problems of air and water pollution have phigued
the West.
The choice before the NATO countries as we face each of these
social, political, and economic situations is whether each country will
deal individually with every problem in a piecemeal fashion strictly
limited by the requirementswof the nation-state, or whether a common
a)proach can be taken.
If we choose the former method, wee simply put off the (lay of national reckoning, for without government on a scale to match multinational, intercontinental problems, societies simply cannot continue to
function smoothly, and l)erhaps may cease to function at all. The problems are already supranational. It is up to us to develop the supranational institution to deal adequately with them.
These are the reasons I believe that the Congress, at this stage,
should pass the Atlantic Union resolution:
It will have a dramatic impact on Europeans. It wi!l reassure
then that Atlantic interests occupy very high priority in tle
United States.
It will uiderscore ii a substantial way the importance we attach to the development of even stronger institutional ties with
Europe.
While no government is today ready for federation, there is
growing realization on both sides of the Atlantic that some joint
exercise of sovereignty is needed. This is especially apparent in
the areas of monetary and trade policy.
It will impart new confidence in the world mqney markets at a
critical time. Although institutional arrangements like our own
Federal Reserve System, which could deal with the current mon-etary crisis, might be a long way off, our support for the Atlantic
Union resolution would indicate that the goal had been set. It
would lend stability to the dollar and enhance confidence in U.S.
leadership.
It will dovetail perfectly with foreign policy objectives already
announced by the President. He has stated that 1973 will be the
year of Europe. Support for Atlantic Union will fulfill that
ledge. It will complement the wise initiatives he began in Peking
and Moscow, making a truly balanced global policy.
No initiative we might take could do more to contribute to lasting peace. Serious divisiveness in the West would evaporate, and
no power on earth could effectively challenge the Atlantic community's unity or guiding principles. The great achievements in
Peking and Mioscow would be cemented by Atlantic Union into

the fabric of an enidurint peace that would last far more than a

grenleration.

Finally. nd most importantly, Atlantic Union will inprove the
(luality (of life for all America)s by providing a rational framework for dealing with the prolleits that confront all Aineri.aills
I Iteed'I;ot bur'dei you with tales of high taxes, inflation, poverty,

lI1le1lll)Iloviiett, trade'and monetary crises, and pollution to make my

poiit.
'axes are high l)ecause the Government spends a lot of money,

)erlal)S too nich. Inflation is a problem for the same reason. That

Is wlA, this Congress ihes set il) a iJoint ('omniittee on the Budget to
fill1 sim, wax. of ('oItoiliniv tlie aiitppropriat iom aid spending process .
Tlh largest clhnk of the tax dollar still goes for defense--over 30
l erceiit. AIlitouglh we 1)emuoan the coitril)itiomis of our European
allies to their own defense, most of them also spend huge sum1s on defense. The duplication, waste, and inefficiency of such a system is
treeildolus.
1rresident Eisenhower oice suggested that as much as one-half
of tie American tax dollar going for defense could be saved if the
NATO'() allies had a truly hittegited defense system ider at federal
ad1iiiIiistration.
In 2 weeks, income taxes are die. low munch easier it would be if
y'ou knew that your taxes were going to be 15 percent lower because
dIefense expenses were equitably shared among the citizens of NATO,
and if the national security of the Uiited States reniained unim1aired-or, even strengthened. Sounds almost like ha-ing your cake
a ld eating it too.
'lie same holds true for the other shortcomings of our present

system of government which I mentioned. Life should be better if,
as lileaslired by its ability to solve effectively social problems, a fedoral system for NATO is capable of lessening the burdens upon each
of its (,itizeisi.

Our American Government, however, is more. than a problemsolving institution. First and foremost it is a bastion of individual
liberty and freedom. The personal liberties enshrined in the Bill of
Righlts are perhal)s tile single most important contribution of American )1
political thiit
to the history of mankind.
The first 10 amendments are no less engraved on the cornestone
of A nerican democracy then tile Ten Commandments are engraNved
on the fomdation of 'Western civilization. To alter either could
surely ('ause the last. noble experiment of mankind to crumble.
Atlantic Union, a federation of the free states of the North Atlantic
Alliance. would not lessen one iota the individual liberty and freedola guaranteed )y our own Constitution.
It. would require no more of its citizens than our own Government
)reseutl' requires. Likely it would require far less in the tax realm.
It would preserve inviolate the rights which are assured us under
our own Constitution.
A t the same time it, would provide an institutional framework for
dealing, with the problemlIs with which our own Government alone
has singularly been unable to cope.

M r.

FRASER.

Without objection, we wvill include your entire state-

mnit ini the record.I
rrinIN1von verY lillich,

Mr. Finidley.

IM'r. Fhidlvyv'prepared statement follows:11
PRKEP'ARED STATEMENT OF IPAI.L FNDLEY

Mr. Chiriman my colleagues Oil the 81IhCOn~lhittee, this is 11n histor'ic momen1~t
for Atlantic Union. The Atlantic Uilion Rtesolution, 114J. Res. -103, 2061. mid 2113.
was ittodiilcd onl January 18 with 74 'osp)onisors, t1w largest tiuther ever to
joinl oil tit'- first. daiy. Th'lat number continues to grow. Among tlaose support big
Atflantic Unioln Is Majority Leade'r Thomas 1P. ONeill. Minority Leoder Gerald1(
It. F~ord( hats mssuredl ite. that, he will vote for It, House hlepuiblicm conferencece
Chai rimani John 11. Andtersoni Is also it isitotsor. Ali idetiial resolution Iii the
8eiiate, sponsored by Majority Leader Mike Maiislield and111( minority Leader H ugh
Scott, hIts been uttantitotisly reported by the Foreign Itellatilis ('ommlit tee an1d
Wats paissedl by tile Senlate today. 141s."t year, like today, It passed the seltate
What tile Atlattic Uifon resoluitton does is, vmtdilisl in 18-member UI.S. delegut ion of eninlenit citim-ens.
This group) would be authorized to meet Ii convention with sihi lr g-%roup-s
fr min of hetr NATO nations for these p~urpioses :First, to seek agreement ott federat ionl as the goal of the 11hhiatice ; secoitll, to fix at target date for achievement of'
theO goal thirdr. to establish Initerim Itistititiomis heeded to keep the developTihe resolution conttempilates a1 nass'ive nolvanlc Ill political inst ituttionis, on1e
tat hitdeevl wmitld lbe ltistoi'ic. At the sitmte time it is lit more imi1Ssi.ve t hial thle
advit twes ill 4cietiiic technology which take hiace almoitst daily.
vThe nations of the wvorldl have developed the capability to (destroy otne aniothter
eomp~letely, but we have yet to build a1political systemal whichl C11n prevent at
world holocaust. We have the ability to walk among the stairs, but not the social
itistitutions whlich cait make it safe to walk the streets and roads of tis planet.
Conceivably, the convention would explore the p)ossibility of aipplyitng the
genius of our own U..federal system to the broader Atilnte community. A
federation oif these major nations of Western civilizittioni w~ouIld be formidable
iiideedl. It would result in a political Institution large enough to deal successfully
with the suprantitonal problems thatt 1ow Confotlnd us--.
Is the United States ready for such at venture? That same question wvas asked
by George Washington back in 1787 as the Constitutional ('onventioti began Its
meetings In Philadelphia. Brushing It aside, General: Waslhigton lressed(l on,
exhorting the Convention to raise at standard to which the wilse and the hionest(-an repair.
Six years ago, the man w~ho is now~ President affirmied his own belief that thit(Uited States i., ready for Atlantic Union. In a statement to thim comlttittee, then~
private citizen Richard Nixon said:
-It is fliting that thle United States. the world's first truly Federal. Government,
slioijld ke at main force beinid the effort to fid at basis for a b)roadl federationl

of fiepe Atlantic nations.

"To be s4ure the concept of anl 'Atlatitica' is ait present only it dteiu1. but in
the aige of the rocket, dIreamts beote. reality with at gpeed which Is difficult
to linagipe The Atlantleic 111 Re~soliitioit Is it forward-looking prloposal1 which)
ackiiowledlges the deplthl imid breadth of incredlible ('liaige whiil is; going tilt
Ii the(, world airoundo uts. I urge Its adoptioni."I
A s1)tntlor of the resolution when lie was at member of the(, House' iI latetr
the Senate, Rtichatrd Nixon's ,mippiort for Atlantic 1'ttion cotittutes to thiis- daiy.
E-,it rly this mionthi. I met %it-h111liti att thle White I louse to discuss thle prospect
fot At In itic I 'itiot Ili this Conigress and to ask him to restitte his stipport-. I
itesemtted him11
the following let ter'
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I)HAtI M111
PRESIDENT: I thank you most warmly for this appointment. It gives
me tile opportunity to dlraw~ to your attention thle Atlintic Union resolution

at this vital time when you are making foreign policy plans for your second
term. I am hopeful that you will decide to give fthe resolution your public
support.
Your support will have a dramatic positive effect upon Europeans, underscorIng the importance your administration attaches to the development of stronger
institutional ties with Europe. I will also reinforce the foreign policy Positions
you have already taken, including the major initiatives with China and the
Soviet Union, and the pragmatic steps taken elsewhere,
A statement of support could ho Included in your state of the world message
or other public document. Or, of course, it could be Included In a response
to this letter.
Perhaps these thoughts will be useful if you consider making a statement:
Enactment of the resolution would be valuable, constructive notice to our
allies In Westedn Europe and aCnada that the Congress, like the President,
rates Atlantic community Interests very high and that, far from withdrawing
from present arrangements, wishes to seek agreement on the goal of still greater
tnity, along Federal lines.
One need look no further than the monetary and trade problems now" before
us to recognize the need for better institutions to deal with them.
The practical steps already taken toward European unity should inspire all of
us to set a worthy goal for the still broader Atlantic community. Small, pragmatic steps are easier to tke if they are known to be down the path to al agreedupon destination. In this, our own forefathers set the example by establishing
long-term goals for the Thirteen Colonies.
The Atlantic Union resolution is a forward-looking proposal, and it is fitting
that the United States, the world's first truly federal government, should be a
main force behind this initative.
In more personal terms, Mr. President, I feel this Is a way for you to have a
great enduring impact on history. By using your prestige to help establish federation as the long-term goal for the Atlantic community, you will, I earnestly
believe, establish an Influence for peace and liberty that will last far beyond your
own administration.
I am supplying a memorandum which expands upon these points, and await
with high hopes your response.
Sincerely,
PAUL FINDLEY,

Representative n Congres8.
In response, the President assured me that he continues to favor the goal, and
the concept. of Atlantic Union and that he will sign this resolution if it Is passed
by the Congress. In a letter to me dated March 10, President Nixon states:
"As a goal and a concept I have favored Atlantic Union for many years, dating
back to my service in the Congress. As President, I have made it a policy not
to give specific endorsement to resolutions of this kind, but I want you to know
that my longstanding position on the concept and the goal which you are seeking
to achieve through this resolution has not changed,"
Are Europeans ready to consider such a bold step? I believe they are. In 1970,
at the annual meetings of the North Atlantic As.enibly at The Hague, I introduced a similar proposal recommending that NATO heads of government call
a convention to consider the possibility of federation or other means of greater
cooperation In both military and nonmilitary areas. The measure was enthuslastically embraced by most of the delegate-parliamentarians from other countries
attending the Assembly meetings.
For many years, the International Movement for Atlantic Union, whose inembership is comprised of prominent citizens of Western Europe including many
parliamentarians, has worked for Atlantic Union.
A little over 1 year ago, 200 European parliamentarians joined in forming a
new organization, the International Assoelation for Federal Union. Branch offices
are now being set up in each country in Europe.
There is, indeed, broad and deep support for Atlantic Union In Europe.
This is an historic moment, because for the first time widespread political
tipport for Atlantic Union has converged with a general realization that all
is not well with our present institutional methods for dealing with problems
confronting the Atlantic community.

In less than 1 year, the United States has devalued the dollar twice. The
assaults on the dollar continue. European bankers simply cannot deal with
the problem alone, It Is a transatlantic problem.
Other problems beset us.
Scientific development and technology rush head on, quite irrespective of
national boundaries. So does world economic development. The multinational
corporation is commonplace. Social phenomena, such as the youth culture, are
no respectors of the nation-state. Poverty and disease have never known the
confines of nationality. In recent years the environmental problems of air and
water pollution have plagued the West.
The choice before the NATO countries as we face each of these social, political,
and economic situations is whether each country will deal Individually with
every problem in a piecemeal fashion strictly limited by the requirements of
the nation-state, or whether a common approach can be taken. If we choose
the former method, we simply put off the day of national reckoning, for without
government on a scale to match multinational, Intercontinental problems, societies simply cannot continue to function smoothly, and perhaps may cease to
function at all. The problems are already supranational. It Is up to us to develop
the supranational Institution to deal adequately with them.
These are the reasons I believe that the Congress, at this stage, should pass
the Atlantic Union resolution.
It will have a dramatic impact on Europeans. It will reassure them that
Atlantic interests occupy very high priority In the United States.
It will, underscore In a substantial way the importance we attach to the
development of even stronger Institutional ties wih Europe.
While no government is today ready for federation, there is growing realization
on both sides of the Atlantic that some joint exercise of sovereignty is needed.
This Is especially apparent In the areas of monetary and trade policy.
It will impart new confidence in world money markets at a critical time.
Although Institutional arrangements like our own Fedeial Reserve System,
which could deal with the current monetary crisis, might be a long way off,
our support for the Atlatle Union resolution would Indicate that the goal had
been set. It would lend stability to the dollar and confidence in U.S. leadership.
It will dovetail perfectly with foreign policy objectives already announced by
the President. He has stated that 1973 will be the year of Europe. Support for
Atlantic Union will fulfill that pledge. It will complement the wise initiatives
he began in Peking and Moscow, making a truly balanced global policy.
No Initiative- we might take could do more to contribute to lasting peace.
Serious divisiveness In the West would evaporate, and no power on earth could
effectively challenge the Atlantic community's unity or guiding principles. The
great achievements in Peking and Moscow would be cemented by Atlantic Union
into the fabric of an enduring peace that would last for more than a generation.,
Finally, and most Importantly, Atlantic Union will improve the quality of
life for all Americans by providing a rational framework for dealing with the
problems that confront all Americans today.
I need not burden you with tales of high taxes, inflation, poverty, unemployment, trade and monetary crises, and pollution to make my point.
Taxes are high because the Government spends a lot of money, perhaps too
much. Inflation Is a problem for the same reason. That is why this Congress
has set up a Joint Committee on the Budget to find some way of controlling
the appropriations and spending process.
The largest chunk of the tax dollar still goes for defense-over 30 percent.
Although we bem6an the contributions of our European allies to their own
defense. most of them also spend huge sums on defense. The duplication, waste,
and inefficiency of such a system Is tremendous.
President Eisenhower once suggested that as much as one half of the American
tax dollar going for defense could be saved if the NATO allies had a truly
integrated defense system under a Federal administration.
In 2 weeks, income taxes are due. How much easier it would be If you knew
that your taxes were going to be 15-percent lower because defense expenses
were equitably shared among the citizens of NATO, and if the national security
of the United States remained unimpaired-or, even strengthened. Sounds almost
like having your cake and P(ating it too.
The same holds true for the other shortcomings of our present system of
Government which I mentioned. Life should be better If, as measured by Its

ability to solve effectively social problems,

a Federal system for NATO Is eal)able

tfr hesseqllg the burdens upon ea(h of its citizens.
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Mr. FAIASER. Mr. Gross.
Mr. G(toss. Mr. Findlev, what is the meaning of suipranational .
whi('h is beyond the scope of the single'Mr. FINDLE
1 IY. So1Ilthliig
nation State.
Mh'. Gltoss. The Atlantic Union will kill all the evils that beset the
WO1Ild
IMr. FulNm,iv. I have high hopes for Atlantic Union but. they. do
no0t breach quite that fll-. However, I would like to mention that iln a
lnlt&h-t'easure(l interview I had with Gen'. 1)wight Eisehilowe shortly
during which we talked about Atlantic Union., tie
)efor hie (lied,
GUeneral said that in his view it would solve most of the big )rol)lems
confronting the United States today.
M'.( Guoss. If he thought that why do you suppose he did not get
the job accoml)lisheld. He had 8 years in which to do it.
Mr. Fiximnm. Well, to give some response to that: first of all, he
,devoted a good deal of his time after he left the White tlouse to
iidvalliing this caused and second, in that same interview that I alluded to earlier, he made a comment that I will never forget. Ile
said: %%We tend to deal with the urgetit problems and leave the im1portant ones ut il tomorrow."
So, I would guess that he had sonri, twinges of conscience as he
refh,'cted on his 8 years in the White House and wished that he had
(lone more to advance Atlantic Union.
Mr. Giuss. You speak of the dramatic influence on Europeans of
Atlantic Union. Where have the Eutropeans been that they did not
initiate this maneuver. if it is going to affect them so dramatically?
Mr. FiTmxy. 'Well, a number of Europeans have )een in the for'efront of the movement. I mentioned the interest of Maurice S(1lmmann,
11litil reventiv the Foreign Minister of France. Michel Debre is now
tile defense ' M minister of France, and several years 1),ick he wrote a
10ook -(lvoeating Atlantic Inion.
Anthony Eden. tie nmn who succeeded Winston Churchill 'as Prime
Minister of Great Britain became completely sold on Atlantic Union
and gave n1unh of his tiue to the idea after he left. office, just as Oenermil Eisenhower (lid.
1)aul lhe nri SPlaak. the fist Secretary General of NATO. did likewise. So it. is not without. prominent European interest and supl)ort
over a long period of yea rs.

r.

uoss. Why didn't Europeans initiate it, then, and have it on

the road by this time, or at least show more of an interest than they
are showing in it now?
r.FINDLEY. I think a good many of them have really questioned

whether the "United States would take the idea seriously. And I hope
the actions of the past year here on Capitol ill will help to dissolve
that notion ald convince them that the United States is interested.
And further, we should realize that the ideas that began with Jean
to
Monet in France and which led to the Common Market and now
the l)eginnings of the European ParliamentMr. Gnoss." Are you trying to espouse in the creation of Atlantic
Is that what you are striving for?
Union a one-worl(i government
for
M1r. F x)IEY. No I do not see that, even in the distant future,
when
coming
day
the
one priincipal reason and that is I do not see
individual liberty will be established and protected worldwide. Individual liberty is at the heart of our system of government and our
'estern heritage.
Mr. Gtoss. What do you think Atlantic Union can do that the
United Nations cannot do or NATO cannot do? What is wrong with
these two organizations?
.Mr. IN)IEY. Neither of these two institutions can really be described as bridging the nation-state concel)t. The United Nations has
a useful place; I think it is a Very important institution. But it is not
a. governmnelit : it does not have the authority to raise r( enue; it does
not, have legislative authority; it does not have any kind of a real
police force or military establishment. So it is not a government.
The NATo organization has been able to act in many worthwhile
too, has been a very.valuable institution. But there again,
wa's and it,
it can operate only by the unanimous consent of all the nation-states
rel)resented there.
too, is wedded strictly to the nation-state concept.
So it,
say the United Nations cannot raise revenue,
When you
GRoss.
Mr.are
about?
you talking
what
Mr. Fimx)mFY. It. las no power to levy taxes and collect them, except
by the consent of the nation-states involved.
Mr. Gtoss. Are you saying that Atlantic Union would have that
power?
Mr. FIN-iJ.Y. I cannot imagine any federal structure surviving
very long if it did not have some means of raising revenue to meet its
So naturally that would have to be a part of it.
exlienses.
Mr. (mioss. So you do en-isage, at least ini the Atlantic, area, another
form of government, one with the power to levy taxes?
Mr. FiDi;,,.Y. I think that is a fair statement, yes.
Mr. GToss. Also create armies?
1i'. FINI)1EY; I really camunot forecast what any convention or any
group of nations would decide to do, but I would hope v-ery fervently
that they would establish some form of a community of mihitary forces
to serve lie entire e federation.
Mr. Gross. Who would levy taxes? Would we have one vote, as we
have in the United Nations? Ilow would the vote he apportioned in
this world government of yours?
Mr. FiNimEY. Here again you are asking me to see way down the
road.

Mr. Gnoss. You do see way down the road in some respects.

-Mr. FINDEY. I try to, and I am glad to have. the question. The man
who originated the idea was Clarence Streit, the author of the I)ook,
"Union Now," which was published in the lat e 1930's, and that hook
included his own recommendation for the precise form of the federal
system. I am not saying that that would be the form finally adopted,
but it sei-s fo me a rather reasonable approach.
In his recommendations, he provided for a bicameral legislature,
with population as the main guide to membership in one body and the
nation-state as the main guide to membership in the other body. That.
is the way he met the problem, just as our forefathers met the big
state-little state contest in 1787.
Mr. Gnoss. Now your foot in the door is what, financially speaking ?
Your foot in .the door, the Atlantic Union's nose under the tent, is
.;100,000 to provide for expenses in holding meetings and conferences;
is that correct.?
Mr. FINjimEY. To be more responsive, I have to say that the money
involved in this resolution is $200,()00. That is the limitation on all
nonetary obligations that could be imposed upon the U.S. Governiiient un(ler the resolution.
The lifetime of the delegation, the maximum lifetime of the delegation, would be 3 years. but the $20,000 would be the maximum exl)('n(liture authority that could be carried out within the life of the
delegationn estal)lished by this resolution.
-Mr-(r TOss. Unless you caine in and found enough freewheeling
spenders in Congress to go along with a substantial increase in that
right? If you did, it could be increased, could it not, by an act of
Congress?
Mi. Fi, m'. Of course, but this puts a himitation of $000,000.
Mr. (Ross. You do not really think it would stay at $200,000 very
long, (10 you? Where would you get the $200,000 to begin with?
i.FimxDLEY. From general revenue.
Mr. Gn'oss. Froin what?
Mr.FI.N,)1D.Y. From general revenue.
Mr. Gtoss. Or oil the printing presses, whether they be British or
American printing presses.
be, in your mind-I do not want to put words in your
So this is to
Lydia Pinkhai of all she surveys by way of international
mouth-the
organizations, is it not?
. i F INDIJFY. I have not heard that name mentioned for a long time
and I am sure that the salesmen of the product are glad ,to have this
ldded advertising here today.
Mr. GRoss. To (ure all exist ing evils that are in the world. It would
make a good junketing project. I see there are to be 18 American citizens off on junkets.
Mr-ROSENTIIAL. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman, but I do want to
commend our colleague for a very articulate and forceful and persuasive presentation. That is mixed also with a degree of tenacity known
only to the gentleman from Illinois.
I cominmen( you Mr. Findley.
Mr. Fumm.xEv. Thank you, sir.
Mr. FRSER. Mr. Find ley, just to pursue the questions that Mr. Gross
was asking: as I understand it,, this resolution, in effect, authorizes a

conference to talk about the future between the parliamentary democracies.

The resolution by itself, standing alone, would do no more than to

authorize this meeting. And nothing could happen at that meeting
that would be binding upon the United States. Is that right?
Mr. Fixin.niy. That is correct. Any productt of the convention would
have to be referred back to the men;ber governments for consideiation
by constitutional processes. That could take the form, I suppose, of a
treaty consideration or it could be in a legislative form that would
involve the House as well as the Senate. Naturally I would prefer that
second possibility.
But the language of the resolution does require reference of the
product, to the member States before it would have any effect.
Mr. Fivqasi. Conceivably this conference could reach a conclusion
that the circumstances were not propitious for Inoving forward at this
time. Is that possible?
Mr.f INDLEY. That is one possibility. Another possibility would be
that the conference would recommend a Federal structure for Western
Eurol)e, excluding North America, or for some other combination of
the member states rel)resented. t. would not necessarily include the
entire membershi ) present at the convention. It is a conference which
had no ;nithority beyond nmking recommendations to member nation
states.
Mr. Fiwspmi. What you are suggesting is another possibility, that
they might conclude that a movement toward an integrated Europe,
or Vostern EIm'lope, in the Erol)Pan Community. sholild go forward
at this time rather than, some direct involvement with the United
States.
Mr. FINDLEY. The resolution lacks precision for a very good reason.
If it spelled out all of the details which the Congress felt should be
included in the product of the convention, then I'think other governments might be reluctant to take part in it, assuming that what we
were trying to do is to impose something made in the United States
upon the rest of them.
So, I think it is wise that the resolution does not spell out in great
detail what. we would hope would come from the convention.
Mr. Fr~sEr Mr. Findley, do you see in the ongoing relations between Western Europe and the United States a potential for increased
difficulty in those relationships unless we find some new institutional
linkage
fMr. FINDLEY. Yes. I can deal with two items.
One is the monetary crisis. Western Europe obviously is pretty much
in the driver's seat. in that. department. We have had serious difficulty
the past 2 years and no one can really say that we are out of difficulty
today. There may be, new strains upon the dollar, but if, by means of
this resolution the nations of Western Europe and the Un ited States
agree to meet in a convention to consider this agreement on greater
unity along Federal lines, that would hold out, a very promising possibility of cohesion and coordination of our monetary system. Some
day'hopefully, a central tank for the Atlantic community

might be

formed.
I see also very servere strains in the trade field. The Common Market
has been a great development. I think everyone inside and outside the
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market will agree that it has been a great advance for the world,
market,
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and becoming more so all the time.
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Soviet Union the possible decision
Mr. FinyDL.

Well, it is something that would make the rest of

the world shudder, but I think it is a possibility. That government

certainly has the competence to go nuclear. And every nation will do
what it feels is necessary to assure its own survival.
Oil the other hand, iT-Western Germany, along with the United
States and these other nations, should join together in approving Atlantic Union as the goal of their association together, recognizing that
their present relationship in NATO is just a way station, toward that
larger, more precise, and more durable relationhi of federation, I
think that could ease us over whatever difficulties do lie innediately
ahead.
So, I can see a lot of benefits resulting from the enactment of this
resolution, even though it would do no more than to identify the goal
that we all seek.

Mr. FAi, Ist; Mr. Gross?
Mr. GRoss. What was your reference to the Federal Reserve Board
with respect to the international monetary situation? Your reference
in your statement?
\tr. FINDiEY. The European Common Market has taken as a 10-year
objective the establishment of a unified monetary system. A lot of
people question whether they can do it, but at least they have identified
that as their goal.
I would hope that one of the items that would be accepted as a goal
in this Atlantic Union would be a central bank, a unified monetary
system. Even though we might retain a dollar, the franc, the mark,
the pound. and such as that, there would be a fixed relationship established, and among these currencies, and back of all of these currencies
would be tie united gold holdings of the member states.
It wotld make for a much stronger currency than any member
state has todav. It would end the monetary conflict and uncertainty
and instability that has caused so much pain in the last few years.
Mr. Glloss. Would you request that to the Federal Reserve Board of

this comtry? Is this what you are saying? I do not understand what
art the Federal Reserve Board-and there is only one, to my certain
knowledge, would play, based on that designation.
Mr. FiINDLEY. Pere again, this is just looking into the future. I
would hope that a federation eventually established among the nations
of the Atlantic community vould include a common military establishment, a common. trade policy and a common monetary system.
And, based on our experience of the last 4 years, I would think that
the institution most likely to be established tobring about that common
monetary system would be a central reserve system somewhat like our
own Federal Reserve System.
If that would come to be, then our Federal Reserve System would
be a part of this larger system.
Mr. Goss. Of course, the Federal Reserve Board pumped money
into the financial bloodstream of the country at the annual rate of 8
percent until they got, to December of last year, and then they pumped
it in at 14 percent during that month.
Then came January and they shut off the flow and they constricted
credit, and up went interest rates and so on and so forth. I wonder
whether the Federal Reserve Board would be the logical instrumentality in which to invest the financial control of Atlantic Union, if it
ever amounts to anything, which I doubt.

I wonder if you are not off the track on that one? I don't know.
The record for the last year is not too good, I would say to the
gentleman.
1)o you propose to establish a headquarters in Fun Cit,, otherwise
knownit as New York City, the headquarters of Atlantic tnlion there

or where would you ha\'e the headquarters of this glittering new
international institution ?

Mr. FINDLEY. I have no recommendation on this question but a lot
of people. have speculated on it and tlere is plenty of literature on
that particular point that I can gladly supply to the gentleman.
The recommendations have included various European - capitals,
the Azores, and, of course, the eastern seaboard of our country.
The location of the capital institutions I don't think is the fundamental question, at this point.
Mr. Pimswim. Thank you very much, Mr. Findley. Your statement
was very helpful. Our next wvitness is Mr. Clarence Streit.
We atre delighte(l to welcome Mr. Streit, back to the subcommittee.
I think he is well known to all of us as an ardent advocate of Atlantic
lion. le is a pioneer on public education in this concept and his
writi ng ha \'e been remarkably proplhetic about what has transpired
in world affairs.
Will yo)u please proceed, Mr. Streit ?
STATEMENT OF CLARENCE K. STREIT, PRESIDENT, INTERNA'.IONAL MOVEMENT FOR ATLANTIC UNION, AND AUTHOR OF
"UNION NOW"
lr. S'i'm:rr. Mr. Chairman. thank you very much for your kind
welcome. I am very grateful to you and your subcommittee for inviting me, as president of the International M[ovement for Atlantic Union
anl( author of "Union Now" to testify once more at your hearings on
these resolutions which are all the same in text, and would create an
At lanutic I'lion delegation.
I am particularly glad to see Representative Gross here. I am
reminded by your reference, sir. just, now, to4Lydia Pinkham that you
and I grew ui) in pretty much the same region and time: you in Iowa
anld I in a small town iln Missouri at the turn of the century. I learned
that famous song there and then about Lydia and you surely know
how the (chorusgoes:
Let us sing, sing. sing of Lydia Pinkham, Pinkham, Pinkham,
And of her love for tle humall race.
How she makes her Vegetable Compound,
And all the papers publish her face.
Mr. Gioss. Hfail to Lydia Pinkham, the savior of her race or sex
or whatever.
Mr. SrIErr. Is that your version? At any rate, we grew up in the
same background and although we may differ in some other things. I
ail 5,lad we have this in common.
MNv first testimony in favor of this basic proposal was at a hearing
of the full House Foreign Affairs Committee in 1948. just 25 years
ago. Myv latest testimony on it was before your subcommittee on July
13 and 15,19 71, some 20 Months ago.

Both of these periods--even tile very short one-have been marked
by truly amazing changes in the world situation. The net result of
them all makes me support the. proposal before you as still more impoilant and urgent than it was 20 years ago. As I said here then
those changes, iup to that time, "have brought us nearer and nearer the
inevitable deadline, when the approval of this proposal would come
too late for it to help prevent another world monetary crash, another
world depression, another breakthrough for Communist dictatorship,
another world war. Although the resolution would still serve to mitigate and shorten those catastrophes, if anything can.
"As a long ime daily newspaperman"-and I think we have that, too,
in common M r. Gross-" I have. an acute awareness that there are deadlines-a, time after which it is too late to get the news in the paper
next morning. Newsmen kno %the hour of their daily deadline, which
is a great. help in meeting it. But in the situation we are facing here
today, only the Almighty knows how much, or how little timie we
hav( left in which to prevent catastrol)he. Those in power must guess-willy-nilly, for the action they initiate implies a guess that the matter
isunr'ent-'-while inaction imli)lies a guess there is plenty of time left.
"n such conditions-and when so much depends on guessing rightI believe that it is far more prudent to risk underestitmting the time
left u1S, than to risk overestimating it..
"This is esl)eciallv true in a democraticc Government such as ours
when dlecisionmakilng is )ound to )e slow, at best. Surely it is wiser
to guard against the fatal, built-in tendency of all democr-atic governments to move too slowly and do too little-until it becomes too late
to avoid disaster. I trust that, even the most complacent skeptics will
agr'ee that it is folly to continue taking a chance that we have plenty
of time. left, wien'a number of significant indicators show that we
are now moving toward disaster at a. much more accelerated pace
than we were before.
"I propose to offer you someconcrete evidence in this statement that,
we are. much nearer catastrophe-notably as regards the threat of a
world monetary crash and (lepression-and moving toward it at a much
more accelerating rate than when I testified on this subject at your
hearings on the Atlantic union resolution in 1966."
Thai is quoted from my testimony here 20 months ago.
That testimony was devoted iminly to l)roving with facts and
figiuies that we were then moving with "incredible" speed toward the
fall of the dollar-then the keystone of the. world monetary system, on
whose stability world trade del)ends, and on to world monetary and
trade chaos.
I explained why and how such a breakdown endangered freedom
and peace and could benefit only communism and dictatorship.
I testified not as one of the many highly 1)laced theorists on this
sul)ject, but as an eyewitness who hadl covered as a foreign correspondent of the New 'ork Times the international situation leading to
and following the previous breakdown of the world monetary system.
That was in September 1931, when the British Government, whose
poind was then the keystone of the. world monetary and trade complex. suddenly left, gold, and let the )ound float downward so as to
improve Britain's trade position. I traced how and why this led to
such chaos that world depression dedlpened while unemployment rose,
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with the result that. only 16 months later Hitler was in power, hellbent
toward World War 11.

I also explained then, with facts and figures, why and how (a) the

formation of an Atlantic Federal Union could l)revent, lastingly, the
recurrence of such a war-1)reeding crash and depression, and (b) the
mere enactment of this resolution calling for a convention to explore
the Atlantic Federal answer might still suffice to restore enough con-

fidence in the U7nited States and its dollar to avert the latter's "imminent" crash otherwise.

[r. Chairman, I would like to have some portions of my testimony
then oil the monetary danger and the Federal Union cure, with some
of the fig res possibly brought down to date, annexed to my testimony
at the end, if you will permit this.
that bx possible?
Would
Mr
IfRASER. X thout objection, we will do that.
EVENTS SINCE AUGUST 151 1971 NIXON STATEMENT

M . STrmwtIr. In the Jul.

15 part of my testimony I said I was

"ap)alled" to hear opposition witnesses talk as if there were no cause
for immediate concern on this danger, and to have members of your
subcommittee whoopposed the bill take the same complacent attitude
whatever about this urgent need for action.
no questions
ask ineproved
and
my warninI rilit-but not )essimistic enough about
Events
the imminence of danger. Only 1 month later, on August 15, President
Nixon ammunced that the dollar would no longer be convertible in
gold, and would be allowed to float downward, with a. view to reducing
our chronic international balance-of-payments deficits, particularly as
regards trade with the German Federal Republic and Ja)an.
In other words, Washington followed the same policy that London
had tried in 1931 with such tragic results.
What has happened in the 19 months since then ? The immediate
results were so unhappy for all concerned that only 4 months later,
the United States agreed in the Smithsonian accord to return to a
fixed gold parity on a basis that was not convertible, and that devalued
the dollar about 8 percent.
All the other major monetary and trading countries agreed to return
to fixed relations with the dollar, and the Germans and Japanese
agreed to upi-alue their currencies. This accord was hailed by the
iTnited States as the greatest monetary agreement in history. Only 6
months later it was broken by London again floating tho pouind.
Later I would like to give some details on the base news since then.
Right now I would like to relieve this gloomy picture with the best
news I have seen in the past quarter century as regards this danger and
the Atlantic Federal cure. Since the dollar fell, the Atlantic Union resolution has advanced as never before, and at accelerating speed.
In January the State Department notified you that it no0 longer had
any objection to the resolution. In March your full House Foreigfn
Affairs Committee approved the bill 22 to 9. The next day your bill
was introduced in the Senate, and within a few days, its cosponsors
included both the majority and the minority leaders, and most of the
Foreign Relations Committee.
In September that committee held hearings where the State Department, after a nudge from the White House, moved from neutrality

to positive
support,
the resolution.
Thething:
committee,
after discussion,
then
did-for
it-anofalmost
unheard-of
it unanimously
recommended the Senate approve the resolution.
On October 4, the Senate followed the committee's extraordinary
exahllple and a approved the resolution by unanimous consent. As you
know, the resolution failed then to reach the floor of the House because the Rules Committee decided, by one vote, that there was-not
time enough left, before adjournment.
In the first month of this Congress the same resolution was reintroduced with. for the first time, the backing of the majority and minority
leaders in the House as well as the Senate, and its cosponsors included
the democraticc nominees for President in 1968 and 1972, plus such
distinguished new sponsors as Senator Muskie and, on the Republican
side, as conservative. Senator Bennett (high in the Banking and Curren(cy Committee). liberal Senator Brooke, and the son of "Mr. Republican," Senator Robert Taft, Jr.
On March 14, the Foreign Relations Committee, after more discussioii and disregarding a suggestion that action be deferred until
autumn, again unanimously approved the resolution.
I suppose you heard that today it w~is passed again by the Senate
by unanimous consent.
C(OM.MENT ON PRESIDENT 'NIXON'

PUBLIC SUPPORT OF RESOLUTION

I coiie now to the climax of this great advance. That same day,
Representative Paul Fiudley-who had had a talk on March 2 with
President Nixon. who had assured him then that he would signi the bill
if Congress approved it, and had promised to write him a letter in
support of the proI)osal that he could make public, received that letter.
You know its contents.
For the first time in the. long history of this proposal the President
of the United States gave his public support to it. I cannot pay high
enough homage to the courage, vision, and st4itesmnanship which this
action reflects in President Nixon. I am in a unique position to testify
to this. I know personally that every one of his predecessors, from
Franldin D. Roosevelt on, gave serious consideration to this proposal,
and each of them made clear to me, privately, his degree of sympathy
with it. But none of them ventured to say a public word in its favor.
We have not the time to go into that long history now. I would mention only this one. detail: in 1952 General Eisenhower told me in an
off-the-record interview: "I believe that if we got an effective political
union in the Atlantic, we could cut our defense cost by half." That
was, of course, a curbstone guesstimate.
T would estimate that, had he publicly backed this proposal while
President. by this yardstick of his we could have saved by now more
than $500 billion on defense-while strengthening immensely both
the armed and moral defense of freedom and its defenses against
present. dangers on the inflationary and monetary sides.
But, alas, his public support of this resolution came only after he
had left the White House-along with his regret that he had not
backed it while there.
That must suffice to show how bold and wise a step President NixoiA
took. when after long consideration, he sent his letter to Representative
93-386--73----4
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Findley. One more fact will suffice to reflect the immediate importance
of his letter. On March 15, The Washington Post published the latest
Harris survey on how the public rates the President. And it showed
that 86 percent agreed that President Nixon "is not afraid to take
decisive action, as in the trips to Peking and Moscow."
Seventy-five l)ercent agreed he is "experienced and smart, especially
in foreign affairs"; 68 percent agreed "le is a man of high integrity";
61 percent agreed that "the longer lie is in office, the better job he seems
to do as President"; while, when faced with such negative questions
as "do you agree or disagree that he does not inspire confidence," 52
1)ercenti disagreed, and only 40 percent agreed.
This shows that the very high rating the voters gave him with his
landslide reelection continues, and is strongest in the field of foreign
affairs-the very field this resolution is concerned with.
Since the election did not give nearly so high a rating to the President's )arty in Congress, and since most of the opposition in Congress
has come in the past from Republicans. and since the Senate Republicans arp now following the President's lead so strongly on this resolution, it would seem reasonable to me to hope that the Republicans in
the House will also do so, beginning in this subcommittee. That wouhi
permit the urgent favorable action on this bill which the monetary
situation makes imperative.
Before giving some facts and figures to flesh that statement out,
however, let me stress the key words in the President's letter to clarify
what this resolution does and doesnt do.
TWOFOLD

NATURE

OF RESOLUTION'S 44CONCEPT AND GOAL

The President wrote to Rep. Findley that he has "not changed" his
"longstanding )ositioli" in su)pOrt of "the concept and the goal which
you are seeking to achieve through this resolution." His expression,
the Atlantic union delegation resolution's "concept and goal," serves
to bring out its twofold nature.
First, there is the concept of tackling the basic organizational problem of the Atlantic community by the approach that our Founding
Fathers tried when they met in the 1787 Federal Convention.
Second, there is its goal: it is to explore how near we of the free

Atlantic community canl come to achieving thus another such "M12iracl&r
tt Philadelphia" I ais the Federal Constitution they invented there inl

1787-or to agreeing, at least, to make this our goal.
Both concept and goal are, I think, nmuch more "American than apple
pie." But both ha've been so neglected in our time. (where and when
did we get off the oldtime trail and track?) that, I fear, they nieed some
explaining now. Apart from being both the truest and most neglected
symbols of America, the Federal Convention concept and the Federal
Union goal it achieved have two other things in common
1. Each has succeeded for better than has the alternative, multilateral
diplomacy, in which we have been trusting in our time. None of his' Title of Catherine Drinker Bowen's book on the 1787 Federal Convention (Atlantic,
Little, Brown. $7.,o, 1966). She explains that "miracle" was the word that Washingtort
used to describe it in a letter to Lafayette, and that Madison called it in writing t*
Jefferson.
She might have added that Alexander Hamilton, during the convention, called if a
"miracle" that it was even meeting On June 29, 1787, during the conflict between the
large and the small States which almost wrecked the convention 3 (l as later. he said
"it is a miracle that we are now here, exercising our tranquil free deliberations on the
eubJect. It would be madness to trust to future miracles." ,

tory's myriad diplomatic conferences has ever produced any multistate
organization half as effective, democratic, and enduring as the Federal
Constitution which the 1787 Convention worked out. Nor has any alli-

ance, league, or other diplomatic association of governments ever come
.
near to meeting these three tests, as has Federal Union.
Federal
the
and
concept
Convention
2. Both the Federal Union
an essential element which, I believe, is reITjrionl

goal have in common

sponsiloe for their astonishing success. Each harnesses directly to tle

job the resourcefulness, comimonsense, idealism, realism, and other

virtues and advantages of tle free individual-each hitches its wagon
to the star of individual liberty, to the true sovereigns of any democratic state, the citizens who compose it.
I'his is the opposite of the concept and goal of the alternative, diplomacy, which puts its faith in national governments. It,rates them,
rather than their people, as the. supreme sovereigns. That rating does
aply truly, of course, to dictatorships. It is obviously false as i aaids
the experienced democratic iations which the Atlantic Union rksolut ion seeks to unite democratically, effectively, enduringly.
They will have the same degree of freedom that our Government
wisely gave the scientists and technologists when they were comnussione(I to find the best way to release atomic energy-or to get men
to the moon and back,
IHOW CONVENTION IS IIITCPIEI) TO INDIVIDUAL, LIBERTY

In this endeavor to find the way to wvin for freedom without another
war or delwession, this bill would have us put our trust, as I said, from
the start-in the convention itself-in the immense resources of individual libeltv.
Many have long complained that political science lags dangerously
lhind l)hysieal science in developing the,political machinery needed
nd freedom the world that science and technology
,
to goven in peace
are o rapidly changing.
Well, ere at last, is a proposal to try to catchl up by letting those
who are eminent and experienced in this area tackle it with the marvelolis inventiveness that. individual freedom brings to bear when harnessed even to tile most "impossible" or "utopian" goals.
How does this resolution hiteh their sovereign citizens to that task?
By it, our House, Senate and President set ul) a delegation of 18 "emiint, citizens," 16 named by each, to organize and meet with similar delemailn
gations from other NATO allies in a convention patterned on the
delethe
that
lines of our 1787 Convention. For example: it specifies
diplomacy's
gates are to speak and vote as individuals, free from
official instructions.
inNeither the Senate nor tile House has any practical means of the
has-through
President
stru.,cting their delegates-the kind tile
diplonatic eOn ferences. Two-thirds of this deleStateI )epartnent, ill
gation are going to remain uninstructed, and hence cannot possibly
commit those that alpp.oint them.
The bill's liiagita,,e in this respect, also covers the six named by the
President. Although he (loes have the means of instructing those six,
the State Department has already ofliciallv notified the Congress that
it has no objection to any provision of this resolution, including this
one, of course.

Moreover, President Nixon, in assuring Representative Findley
that he would sign the present resolution if Congress approves it, has

)ersonally and I believe, very wisely, confirmed the administration's
position in this regard.
WIlY DELEGATIO

C.\N-sOT-T('i$
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In thus harnessing tho advantages of the free individual, it gains

another advantage; it thereby guarantees that the vote of even a

majority of any delegation cannot bind any country to any recommendation the convention approves. This bill, in short, gives such

strong, practical, built-in guarantees that neither delegation nor the
convention can possibly commit the U7nited States, or the President,
the House, or the Senate, that some have asked, "Why then, (call this
convention ?"
The answer, as I have already pointed out, is that these guarantees
also give the strongest possible assurance that the delegates will enjoy
the utmost individual freedom to explore thoroughly how best to
work out effective democratic machinery to meet our present and
future needs.I
Nor is this the only theory. The features of this convention, which
I have just emphasized, are"patterned on the convention that met, in
Philadelphia in 1787, when the Articles of Confederation, which
created only an alliance of governments among the "T hirteen Sovereign States," failed to work. The delegates to that convention were
officially named'as this resolution also provides, but they were free
from official instruct ions.
Trlose from each State not only spoke freely as individuals in all
meetings but voted in all the rollcalls in the convention as individuals,
with (lelegrations frequently split.
As in Philadelphia 186 years ago, success of this venture (lel)en(ls on
the convention's recommendations being sound enough, and the personal stature. of the delegates who draft it being impressive enough,
to merit serious attention and full discussion by the sovereign citizens of each democracy, and ratification by the representatives to
whom they have delegated this power.
To sum up: this resolution would have us tackle the similar l)roblem we face in the Atlantic community-at long last-by the convention method that has proved most practical and successful.
Let me turn now fron the bill's concept to its goal. The objective
the convention thus seeks is confined to the basic organizational problein of the Atlantic community; its jot) is not to recommend this or
that solution of any of their other problems, but to find how far the
delegates can agree to try the most effective anld democratic interstate, or international way yet devised-the Federal way-to cope
successfully with the economic, defense, population, pollution and
other common affairs and dangers facing these free )Ceoples.
NATO, the monetary groups of 10 and of 120. and our other existing
diplomatic institutions have manifestly proved unable to govern these
giants that confront us and our allies.
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WHY RESOLUTION ' STRE.S ON FEDERAL GOAL IS JUSTIFIED

The resolution specifically authorizes the convention "to explore
tile possibility of agreement on (a) a deelantion that the goal of their
peoples is to transform their present, relationship into a more effective uuiiity based on Federal Irinciples- (b) a timetable for the transition )y stages to this goal, anld (c) it counission to facilitate
adva cement toward such stages.
This centering specifically on the Federal goal is justified because:
(a) we have not vet explored it. with the other free peoples of NATO:
we have confined ourselves to exl)loringu with them such Old World
applroacehes as leagues and alliances, and (b) the Federal systemwhich happens to be our own and gave. us the leading role we now
have-is the only solution that has stood the test. of time, not only
for one generation, that of its founders, but for more than six generations of their posterity.
Our Federal princil)les, as I have noted a11(1d as you all know. owe
that unpreeedente(1 succes- to the fact that they are rooted in the
concept that supreme sovereisilty. in inter(lemcvracv organize t ions,
lies not. in the States. but in the people Who copol)se. constitute and
ol)eriate them through their reli-esenta ties.
Ilow would an Atlantic Federal IVnion hitch its wagon to the sovereign illlividual citizens? Basically, as our does. It woulhl be limited
to those fields wllich they agreed are Atlantic or international affairs
that they c'an govern better )y transferring n)ower in these resiectswhich they now delegate to their representatives in their national
and redelegating it to the representatives they would
government,
elect, to the Atlantic Federation.
O
IION

FFI)El\A1, UNION

GIVES TNITE!) STATES MU(C'I
TITAN NATO )OES

MORE VOTING POWER

A1l pur-ely national affairs would continue to be governed by their
national government as in(lel)endenfly of the other nations in the
Vision as at present, and also as indepeindently of the Atlantic Federal
Irov"rI'ent as tle citizens of each of our States govern their State
alfairstlhrough the representatives to whom they delegate that part
of their sovereignty.
To give one more example: equaflity in voting power would no longer
bxe that of one nation, one vote. This equality is rooted in the as'sumption of diplomacy that supreme sovereignty lies in the national vovit results in eavi ally in NATO
eVmnent rather than in its citizens:
of population.
hvnA- a'n equal vote. regardless
There. Luxenihou rg, the Vinited States, Demnark, Germany. TPortu,,al, Britainl, et (eteva (a('h ]haV( oJ)e vote, and a veto. In an Atlantic
Flerti 1 1"7n ion. voti ng power would he rooted in the (lemocratic principl e that tih citizens arv the soveveirlns. equally. Eac'h citizen in each
Ielleor nation would lhv'e one vote in electing tht TUnion's Congressmen. Senators, and Chief Executive.
The numl)e' of replresentatives from each nation in the Atlantic
Congress would he in proportion to the m1ber of its citizens. This

would give us, of course, more voting power in the House than any
other member nation, but each representative would vote individually

according to what he thought the majority of citizens in his district
would wish.
The people of the smaller nations would also be safeguarded, as
are those in ouir smaller States, by something like our House/Senate

balance.

y Europeans, and all Canadians, know that the Federal sysMan%
tem's H-touse/Senate balance and other checks and balances have best
safeguarded smaller States from domination by the big ones. They
know that this system also best preserves the right of the peol)le in
vu('h State, large or small, to exercise independently of the Union
Government the powers reserved for the State government.
Yet, for a quarter century now we have refused to explore the
federal alternative with our closest allies. This unwillingness to practice with them the federal principles we have l)reacheld to the European
nations as the best answer for them, has led many more than General
de Gaulle to suspect that our real motive has been to remain in the
dominatingg position which the alliance system has assured us in
practice.
Consequently, it is highly important that this resolution explicitly
requires the con vention delegates to explore the possibility of agreen it that the goal of their peoples is to transformltheir j)resmt relationship by stages into a more, effective unity based (I quote) "on
federal li'nlcilles.'
Ihis Slecific reference to the federal goal assures that the enactient
of this language will go far toward removing the present distrust
our allies, and will powerfully serve to restore the confidence
ang
of Europe and our federal neighbor,'Canada, in us and in the future
of tle free Atlaltic community.
nhe hill's stress on federal principles, however. does not myeclude
tle(con'ention from exploring nonfederal or semi federal alternatives;
it memly precludes continuation of our long failure to explore the
federal answer.
Ilow far the proposed convention can agree to go toward full federation can be learned only by convoking it. Certainly it is highly unlikely
to go nearly as far as our own Federal Government-has evolved since
it went into force in 1789. Nor is it probable that it will go as far now
as our Constitution did then.
One (can, however, reasonably hope for attainment of the relatively
modest immediate objectives of the resolution. Its primal one is agreement to declare that the goal of the Atlantic democracies is to transform their alliance by stages into a federal union.
For (tconvention Con('eived on the person-to-person basis of democracy with a view to uniting its members on that basis, to recommend
merely that tlhev make federal mion their eventual goal may seeni to
some ioo small an achievement.
I personally would hope for much more than that. Yet even it would
sturely greatly restore confidence in free government and greatly speed
the transformation from the present system, that sacrifices the citizen
on the altar of the sovereign state, to the federal goal which keeps
democratic government subordinate at every level to the sovereign
citizens.

Now, if I could have a little more time, I would like to mention
sonic facts and figures about the present monetary and economic
situation.
After the Smithsonian agreement of December 18 1971, we had
some stability in the monetary field. Since then, we have again de-'
valued and at the present time all the major currencies are "floating."
That is to say, they.
are bobbing up and down in a changin relationshil, each to each other.
In other words, we are supposed to navigate in this area of troubles
without any North Star, or Sun.
I used toibe a surveyor in the Rockies and Alaska and I learned there
how important, it is, if you want to kee) a straight line, to have the
North Star. or the sun. to kee l)checking by.
Well, we have nothing stable like thai now in the world monetary
and trade area. I have not. seen any public reference to one consequence
of this which I think is very iinportant: We no longer have any
means-such as we had before, when the dollar was convertible in
gold, and all other currencies had a fixed parity with it, and therefore
with each other-to measure accurately what is going on in the economic and monetary world. We have no thermometer to see what degree of favor or health the world body politic and economic has,
Consi der our ineails ri,,ht now of measuring this-you lave to measure
what is going on with some degree of accuracy if you are going to
govern this world in safety, it,
would seem to me.
W1
hat. we had in the monetary accord of December 18, 1971 was
crude enough, but to have all these floating currencies. each bobbing
upi and down with no relation to any North Star, no relation as before
to the dollar or, )efore that, to the pound before it left ,,old in 1931.
seems to me the quintessence of monetary chaos in all international
trade.
Mit we have vArv well-known economists and others wiho think this
fl,,atilr system) is aoinm to solve our trade and monetary problems.
I hliave no faith whatever that it will. I think we are doomed to .ro from
bad to worse in that regard while this continues. I think this is about as
foolish-although it may work temporarily, as many foolish things
do-as another now ponular idea-demonetizina gold.
If anybody came to Congress and suggested that we take $11 billion
of ow1 paper money, or the equivalent, and throw it to the winds-as
we would be doing to a certain degree if we got rid of the $11 billion
remnainder of our gold--I would hope that you would think he was
crazy. I would ho)e that you would all share my view of such a move.
T would think that Representative Gross would be dead against such
a system. But this is one of the popular ideas at the present time.
Oold is now selling at $90 an ounce in the markets of Europe, the
last T saw of it. That is more than twice the $38 official price of gold in
the United States as set by Congress last year.
In the Friday, iarch 23 Washin.irton Post, T say a report that some
of the experts are pre(licting that gold would rise in the next few weks
to $100 an ounce. That is not only because. of foreign speculation
abroad; there are plenty of Americans abroad. And, as a matte, of
fact, on the same lav in the Washing-ton Post there were only three
new "highs" in the Xew York Stock Exchange. One of the three stocks

that had made a new high was the liomestake Gold Mine in South
Dakota, your adjoining State, Mr. Gross.
you will find
are now going up, y
If von want to see what few stocks
operations.
several of them are old mining
The New York Times yesterday had a list of stock exchange statistics for the past 2 weeks on the number of advances and declines each
week and the nunle of new highs each week and new lows. 1Wel,
last week the market volume was about 19-million shares, or something
like that.
Last week, the new highs had dwindled-I have lost the clipping but
have a fairly good memory-the new highs had dwindled to about
21 ; th-aIt was about half whlt they had been the previous week.
The new lows had in the same week doubled what they were a week
Previous.
I don't know whether I mentioned it. The. number of stocks both
weeks that fell to new lows were ill the hundreds.
Consider the effect. of this monetary thing on wihat is occupying
evel family right now; and that is food prices. Tie press reported a
few lays ago that the Japanese, being left with all these dollars-they
have about 16 billion of them the last I saw, that t hey can't convert into
gold-have now, with the dollar devalued and the yen upvalued, a situation where they can use, these dollars to buy here at a 15 to 20 percent
dis-count what nany of us can't buy now, and that is steak an(l pork
ehols and things like that.
Tlhe )ut in an order recently, according to this press rel)ort,
for 20 million l)ounds of pork. The New York Times Sunday
said that )ork had gone ul), as I recall, about 20 l)ercent on tie retail
market. I think it was, since t year ago Thht is, for us pork rose 20
percent-for the Japanese U7.S. pork fell 20 percent thanks to those
devaluations we got so we. could export more to Japan and others, and
would import less from them.
I would think, at this rate, with the Germans and others buying at
some degree of discount, pork and beef are going to go up more and
More.
I talked with Alf Landon on the l)hone last. night. IHe is very muchconcerned about the feed situation that affects, I don't. need to tell you,
the price of hogs and the price, of beef. lie said it. is going to get, worse,
partly for reasons that have nothing to do, by the way, with the monetars' situation that I am talking about. For'example, the bad winter
hals ruined a good deal of the corn left out in the fields in shucks. And
it has hurt the soybeans. too. So we are in for more high prices from
several directions, I would think.
Now. let me give you some, figures on trade. This business of going
off gold on August 15. and all that, wvas to increase the trading power
of the Uniiited States. This headline in the Washington P~ost, Jainary
'25. tells part of the story of the real result: "Trade I)eficit the Worst.
in I istorv."'
lBut it loesn't say there that. ever since August 15. 1971, the United
States has run a (eficit (very montll but. one in its merchandise exportil)ort. balance; that is, its exports have, been less than its imports.
That is not the whole, balance of payments. It has gone ibad, too. But
on this trade factor, the figures are quite illuminating.
_

On

Up to that tne, August 15, 1071, we ivere still runnig on a Small
but. diminishing surpluA. But with tho exception of September, 1
month after the .auiouticemient that the dollar had left gold so it could
"float" downward, there has not been any month in which we had a
surplus. The totaltrado deficit of 1971 was' $2 billion. Last year it was
, bi lion, three times that of 1971.

Now I turn to another very good indicator in these matters. To me
it is the most explosive thing in the field: Our short-term foreign debt.
It was short-term debt that I)layed lvoc with the world in 1931, when
the British let go of gold.
The figures ar" these: I have here table A-78 of the Federal Reser\'e Bulletin for February 1973. 1 take this bulletin and I keep a
close eve on what is happening iii this field.
Wel, in 1970, we endedtie year with $47 billion in debt, phieticaliy
all of it short term, to foreigners. And most of that, I am informed, is
demaid nmoiiey-not even 3 months of credit.
I 1971, at tile end of July, when I was testifying here, that debt
amounted to $53.3 billimni. hi figure for last 1)eceibe-r, the latest that
tie bulletin gives, is $82.7 billion. In other words, since the new trade
1)0licy. monetary policy, began, our debt, abroad has iucreaved $29.4
billion. Nothing like that has halpelued in the plst.
I thought last .year, when I testified here, that things were moving at
"tItf, never
i
before reached. But more is .oiig on ri '- ( \- .
I tlilk thlt is eilioigh of figures.
All tlis, for reasons I don't have tihe to go into, is causing a great
deali of reseiitniivilt ill Wester1 Eurole ald in C(anada and in fian'li.
'l'lv tlink we are exporting our inflation. ''ley had a good (leal of it
tleiisel\ves, to )egin with.
With tlat sort of feeling, there are two otler factois ill this situnlion
that are very lhrd to judge. 'h'lere is tie iultinatioiil cor!)oratioi.
'lilese corporatios- have seen the balance slet of several of them
recenitly---a ire im-aking more money abroad on ba lance thw here. most
of t lIe oIes I saw.
But tlev are losing millions on devaluation of the dollar and upviialuation )f otler currencies. It is a pretty hard tangle to undo. Awd
tlhy ate lboulnd, if they see any ch, (ace
of currencieses (laniigwrtoo much.
Ev'en witl a I)0)1dbin,
ii a big fish, gets h(ld of that line, thw cork
i.-going
go way
'flhis istogoing
to do'wn.
inc('ease tie chaoti(. claracter of the situation right
Dlow.
And then Ave liive Anierican branch l)ailks in Eairoi)e. And there is
tl otfiei factor, the Eurodollar. I have iever been able t, find any
I)1(('ise figure on hlow many there are, but I have never seen any recent
estimate that was below $60 billion. And these dollars can float back
mil fortl jist as ral)idly as words can go over tlme t('el)hone line, or
wireless.
So von l ave a verve volatile situation here aInid a very clmotic one.
In .JanuarY of 1971-1I amI coming now to wlt I thilk is the greatest
-langer in tls whole Iiionetary situation. It is ' :01itie . lhis a
very slmoi't bul letin I sent out on ,Janua -ryl , 1 month after the Smitlsomia Agreement. It featured a headline, in the New York Times.
",al)an is Losing Aversion to Idea of Nuclear Arms."
93-886--73-5

I quote
my bulletin:
"That spur
headline
page 1 of the New York
Times
on December
26 should
us allfrom
to greater efforts and sacrifice.
It shows how grave can be the risk in the new U.S. world trade policy.
My September editorial told why the danger lies in the effort -to better
our economy by measures that hurt most the Japanese and Germans.
"Federal U"nion offers the only safe alternative. It would improve,
not only our economy? but everyone's, strengthen freedom in both of
those young democracies and unite them increasingly with us and the
other older, stabler democratic peoples.
"You know what amazing industrial and military potential Japan
and Germany have, how long they have been habituated to obey
autocracy, how short rooted are their i)resent democratic gov-ernments.
Why run any risk of their astonishing potential lower being turned
back against us now, when the proposed convention to explore our
Federal tnion's deterrent is much nearer being called than ever before?
"When Britain sought in 1931 to improve its economy by devaluing
the pound, the people hardest hit were the Germans. As I said before,
unemployment soared, and in 16 months they voted democracy out and
reverted to an autocracy far worse than the Kaiser's or that of Hitler.
"Yet now the United States is following the same tragic policy at
the risk of its causing similarly the downfall of freedom in both Germany an(l Japan. If Japan reverts to autocracy, its nuclear arming
will be swifter than was its rise in sea and air power. The basic factors

that led it to launch war in 1941 by surprise attack could tempt a
militaristic kamikaze-minded Tokyo to stake all on a nuclear surprise
attack, not limited to Pearl Harbor.
"The Times front- )aged the above Tokyo headline: 'Japau 'is
Losing Aversion to [dea of Nuclear Arms'-an ominous first fruit,
just 1 week after President Nixon announced 'the most signiicant
monetary agreement in the history of the world.'
history, I think will remember it as another stopgap, loaded with
worse dangers than its predecessors. It did not end the above risk.
"By the hited States returning to gold-though not to convertil)ilitv--and renou ning the import surtax, it got Tokyo and Bonm to
accei)t dollar exchange rates that still severely handicapped their exlsort, so as to benefit ours.
'If their economies. suffer, Bonn and Tokyo may well seek to get
around these barriers by secret subventions or other devices. If that
works, then the U.S. payments deficit and dollar weakness will returii,
worse than before."
That is exactly what has happened. They have managed somehow
to get niround the normal trade advantages to the cotutry that levalues. I now continue to read my January 1971 bulletin:
"If, in the end, the U.S. trade strategy does succeed, then this
decade's '1929 Wall Street crash' may well come in Europe, probably
in Germany, or in Japan. Wherever it breaks, depression will spread

everywhere, but the worst results for freedom and peace will come ini
Japan and Germany.
"The main thing gained by the monetary accord on December 18,
1971, was more time in which to work out a sound solution, including
exploration of the Federal answer-for which see my testimony at the
House subcommittee hearings in July 1971-and my many previous
warnings of the danger of monetary world crash and d pression, and
why commnism would be the only gainer from them."

Tliat concludes my January 1971 bulletin. I submit events have
proved it sound.
Conglessman Gross, since 1963, as a result of what I went through
as a New York Times reporter in 1931, I began looking at the mone-

tary figures ajid that is when I began warning-as I recall, we had
about $20 billion in gold reserves then-that we were heading for another such crash.
I have repeated that warning time after time since then.
Senator Mansfield last year was kind enough to write me that my
"warnings have been well timed, but not well enough heeded." And
that is one reason why this bill has moved so fast now through the
Senate, I think.
If I may give a short conclusion-and this is important, I think,
Representative Gross, you and I are of the same generation; we have
sen this whole world situation evolve since the early years of this
century.

Mr. Gizoss. That is a little too far back for me, but not by much.

MAr.

STREIT.Well,

I am 77 now.

When I was writing "Union Now" in the 1930's I learned how little
I knew of U.S. history. I had just 1 year of U.S. history-and I think
this is true of most of us. That was in high school; I had none in college. In researching for "Union Now," however, I studied deeply our
Federal history. I read all the early Constitutions and even the Colonial charters of the 13 States. And I found one sentence in the Pennsylvania Constitution of September 28, 1776, that expressed so much
wisdom so pithily that I made it the text. of a key chapter-the one entitled "How To Organize the Democracies." Here is that sentence:
A frequent recurrence to fundamental principles Is absolutely necessary to
preserve the blessings of liberty and keep a government free.

To ime. one of the most powerful of the many reasons for deciding
this year to call this convention is simply this: Nothing else can bring
so deeply, widely, effectively, inspiringly, creatively, that recurrence
to funidamental American principles--a recurrence tlat has been all
too infrequent in my lifetime, and is now grievously overdue.
Most Americans I believe-jud going partly from my Jmniy Q. and A.
talks throughout our country since 1939 on Federal Union of the
Free--have had no more education in U.S. history than I myself hadthat 1 year in high school-before "Union Now" led me in my thirties
to -ht(ly it thoroughly.
The creation of our Federal Union was more than a teenager taskwvithltall respect to teenagers. It was more than a mansized enterprise;
it required a galaxy of great men-and too many of us still have only
the teenage idea of it they got, maybe 1 year, in high school. No
woid(er so many of our youth now despair so soon of our Government,
and drift so fai from our fundamental principles, toward Old World
on'el~tS and methods that are quite the opposite.
Had we Americans recurred to our fundamental free Federal princil)les, we would not have put our hope for world peace-as we did in
my childhood at the turn of the century-min the creation of merely a
world court of nations. And we turned then to those principles, wofld
there hav-e come World War I-where I served as a volunteer in the
.kEF in France at 21 ?

Had we, after that holocaust, turned back to those principles, I
believe we Could have been spared world depression I in 1931, the
resulting rise of Hitler, and World War II. But President Wilson,
and.
the majority in the senate-though not a two-thirds nmajority
there-sought to make the world safe for democracy, aund end war, by a
worldwide version of thi 'league system that, had filed so badly to
attain those objectives, even for our 13 States, when united only in the
"IAagUe of, Friendship":of the Articles of, Confederation.
President Wilson's opponents and successors strayed even further
from -ourbasic'way of life-intoisolationism, and noutrallsm between
freedom .and dictktorsbip abroad; into trusting the golden calf of
"casl a1(d carry" to kee ) them out of war.
I
SinceIWorld'War IT. we have trusted in another worldwide league.
plus an alliance of the North Atlantic democracies. In this rocketatoillic el:a we have continued to trust freedom and peace to principles
that our forefathers tried in the time of the oxcart and muzzle-loading
musket, and scrap)ed as unworkable even then. And the results now?
The once almighty dollar left gold only a year and a half ago to
save our and the world's economy from depression II, and prove it was
"'asgoodI as gold." You heard my view on that.
Well. the dollar's value in tie world market is now less than half
whmt it was worth in gold on August 14, 1971. Our national and internatiomal (lefiCits continue their threatening rise.
Peace.? On the very day, last September 14, when the Senate was
adlling tough guidelines t'o'its acceptance of the 5-year SALT' agreement, tile I louse approved. 322 to 40, a $74.6 billion apl)propriation for
defense, said to be the hughest 1-year defense appropriation since
World War II.
Se fore World Wars I an I I and worl depression I, no serious
effort was ('eil Jmle to recur to the fundamental principles that are
%%albsolutelv mncessarv to preseI'(e the blessings of liberty, and keep a
gIYOV01.rna( .4ict
We strayed fromi then thoughtlessly, blindly, at
tlat tilme. Ilistor\" will find tlere is not even that excuse for the'contilled dch jatiolt rom th(I since WoI'rhl War II.
' llouglI()t the past (luarter century, the Congress, the President
alid tle State I)epartment h\-e been faced with the Federal altermatirye. Si ae, 1949, collgr(,ssional resolutions to recur to our fundamental
free Fe(leral )rinciples have rel)eatedly asked them to call a convention
to ,xl)l,,r witl o0,,. NAT() allies agreement to make the Federal
anlSwe 11'
ol.
Start'ing witli smch leaders as Supreme Court Justice Roberts,
Unler Secretary of State Clayton, Secretary of War Patterson. Senators su(h its Esties Kefaulnv a1d Walter ( h'orge-once ('hairmllan of the
Foreign Relations ('ommittee-nan(l such Congressmen as James Wadsworthl ald ('It iistian Ilerter-to mention nonle of tile many who still
live ini(1 sullort this p)rop)osal-this proposal has contimuiel tlhrouglout 24 yea rs to e1joy iV
Ml)ressi \'e sl 11)l)oJt, here and al)road.
Yet. hith
le e'to. it 1ms always lxen O)1Iosed by the executive branch
and, t oug lieitl er the Senate 11o' theI louse has ever voted it down,
only the Semite last fall--and again this very day-has yet, apll)roed
it, ;lthltlili it wNas al)rored h\' the lotise IWreig-n Aflairs Committee
last .veI II. 22 to 9.

What will history say of that bleak record? Is it not. already the
worst of the three chapters which our generation has written in the
history of free government ? And what will history say if, in the Con-

gress this proposal suflfers the same fate now?
Now, when the Chief Executive, President Nixon, is a 1P51 cosponsor of it who has publicly given his support to this proposM.l in his
letter of March 10 to Congressnan Findley.
Now, when the resolution is backed by both the majority and minority leaders of House and Senate, and the same text already has the
unanimous approval of "the other body"?
The decision you make now on this proposal is, I believe, as vital
as that which Congress faced in 1822 on how best to meet the challenge then to our fundamental principles of Federal Union of the
freo. And so I commend to you these words of President Lincoln then:
They led that Congress to take the way that has gone ringing on
through history ever since.
"Fellow citizens, we cannot escape history. We of this Congress and
this administration will be remembered in spite of ourselves. No personal significance or insignificance can spare one or another of us. The
fiery trial through which we pass will light us now in honor or dishonor to the latest generation . . .
"We-even we here-hold the power and bear the responsibility . . .
We shall nobly save or meanly lose the last best hope of earth . . .
The way is plain, peaceful. ge nerous, just--a way which, if followed,
the world will forever applaud, and God must forever bless."
That was the result. History has proved it since that time. I think
it, will be the result at this time.
Thank you for listening so patiently.
Mr. FRASER. T hank you very much, Mr. Streit. That was a very
effective and very useful tewtimlony. Mr. Cross?
Mr. oss, Well, Mr. Streit, I enjoyed your presentation. Is it your
contention that an Atlantic Union delegation i* somehow going to
work some kind of miracle with respect to the restoration of gold as
a medium of exchange in this country. or a medium for support of the
dollar, or lead the children out of the wilderness in this country?
Is that what you are saying here today?
Till] FEDERAL itMIRACLE'1

AT PIHLADELPHIA IN

1787

MI. STREIT. I would say that is my hope. There was a miracle,
Representativo Gross, at Ph iladel phia. I can add, having read the
historic 1)al)ers before that 1787 federal convention met-that 1"n (pip
thought it. wo1ld succeed. It was in despair that they met and Washington himself, in the midst of it, almost despaired, but lie thought
it was so imiportant, he went on.
And the rest was a miracle. They had come there just to amend
the Articles of (onfederation. They (lidnt evetn try to (1o it: they
knew it was impossible. They started a fresh.
Hut. in the previous convention-they had called one in Annapolis
in 17801-and the apathy was so great that Maryland, who had invited
the other States to it (and this was sinll)ly to get some commercial
agreeiments among the Thirteen States, to standardize their tariffs

-andso on. between States) Maryland didn't even send a delegation to
the convention it hosted. That convention never got a quorum.
So, apathy would have prevailed, except for one thing: The, New
Jersey delegation had come instructed to consider commercial "and
other" matters. And Alexander Hamilton took this and made a peg
of it on which lie hung a resolution which this rump convention ap-

proved. It called ol Congress to convoke another convention with
power to explore the whole situation. Thereafter, as you know, the
monetary chaos worsened-each State then had its own paper dollar,
most. of which had become worthless-and economic deplression deepened. It. go so bad in Massachusetts that farmers and others rose in
rebellion under Captain Shays. That came in )ecember 1786, and was
)ut down in January, as I recall.
And in February, Massachusetts, which had opposed calling another convention, changed its mind and the Continental Congress
voted it down one lay, and then the next day they called the Philadelp)hiat convention.
Still nobody was really interested until the word got around that
Washington was going to be one of the Virginia delegates.
He rode to Philadelphia believing that the Confederation had to
l)e "wrecked" before the people would be ripe for any such i(leas as
those that came out of the convention. And he took to ihe road 3 days
on horse and carriage and got to Philadelphia on the day set for the
Convention. And when hte got, there, there was only one delegation
on hand; that was the Philadelphia delegation.
A lesser man than Washington might well have said, "Ihis is what
I thought, I was ii'ht, saddled his horse, and gone back home.
lie stayed there 10 days before delegates from such States as New
Jersey and )elaware and Marvland-all of them closer than Mount
\Vernmn-finally cane in, and 'they got a quorum and with this the
Convention began.
It seems to me that if, out of such troul)le and apathy and difficulty,
a Constitution such as ours, which I admire more, the more I read it
and its record-if that could have been done, can we not hope that
we can do as well ? Are we so feeble that we cannotMr. Olloss. Well, you can hope, Mr. Streit.
Mr. SI'nrmv. That was what I said was my hope. I would be astonished-anl I would call it a miracle, God knows.
Mr. Gtoss. If there is to be created an Atlantic I'nion delegationand perhaps there will be; I don't know-I suspect that your best missionary work could be done right here in Washington, if you could
find sonle means in the light of what you have said here this afternoon,
of estal~lishing meaningful communication with the Members of ("ongress. I am not sure al)out the gentlemen on either side of me here,
mut you might start your missionary work with them with respect to
tie institutions of gold as a medium of exchange. as a backing for
the dollar, if you want to get back to the old days when a dollar was
til,'
,foodIis gold.
Certainly there was a majority-a majority in the House of
Representatives it least, and I assume thit is true of tie Senatethat seemed to hol gold to be a despicable metal and an anaehroiistic
inachronism.
1b
Mr. Sii-r. Barbaric.
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Mr. Gross. Yes: barbaric.
Mr. STnETT. Well, a lot of things today are barbaric, as vou know.

Mr. GRoss. So that if t here is to be ani Atlantic 'Union delegation,
I would suggest you have a fertile field to till right here. You don't
have to go to Geneva or Zurich or anywhere else to do some missionary
work. You could give other exports some idea of how they can go about,
it to sop up, mop up, those $75 to $80 llion the Eurodollars that
are floating around, surplus to the needs of any European or foreign
country that I know of.
I don't know how those dollars are going to be gotten back and gotten under control. They hang like a sword over the head of anybody
that attempts it.
Then you mi ght turn your attention to the cancer of inflation in
this country that is now feeding on itself. And some of the ill-advised,
in'rovident management of government and its fiscal affairs. There
N a wide field for missionary work right here in the Congress of the
ITnited States.
Yes. I will yield to the gentleman.
MIr. FINmwE'y. I cannot speak for the gentleman from MAinnesota,
hut I want to assure the gentleman that I share his concern about
our monetary position and the importance of having good, strong
gold backing for our position in world monetary affairs.
But if you will pardon a light comment, at this moment I am inHlined to .hift from gold to soybeans as the !tacking for our currency.
You would understand that. would you not, Mr. G-ros?
Mr. Gross. Well, some of that told is still out in the fields in Indiana.
I don't know about Minnesota. A few in Iowa, not too many.
Mr. FRASER. A problem right now is fuel, so maybe we could substitute oil for gold.
Mr. Slmtvr. Rl,))resentative Gross. I thank you very much for what
V'ol said there. There is room for missionary work everywhere. As an
old)l newspaperman you know, though, there are a certain number of
pr-iorities that yNom hive, a certain number of hours.
This is much lbevond us now, this monetary problem. We cannot
settle it on any stable basis without agreement with the other countries. I do not expect it to he settled very soon but the big factor in the
whole monetary situation is confidence. After all. that is just a threesv~lble ,word for credit, and credit is a two-syllable word for faith.
It is relief in the future. this. t,.t orthe other element in it.
And that is what hias !,en ,roijr (own more,nd mnole. We can't
mot) up those (60 or 180 billion Eurodollars, but if we mnov'ed toward a
imion we could gtet thevi iunder control, because most of then are in
tils kt lantic area. That is where they float around. So we can begin to govern that "and I think we are going to have
worsi monetary crisis before this convention meets-after all, it would
take a vear and a half or so. unless we have some enormous urgency,
to ret it o),raiWji7,(l.
Mr. CGIloss. Mr. Streit. I don't think yon have a year and a half to
spen(d on ,getting organized. I think the die will have been cast if it
ha,-n't already been vast.
Who amom us knows whether we are going to have another devalunation before the end of this summer?
Mr. "vrmRT. I agree that the cards are always loaded on that side. It
is much easier to cut down a tree than to gr6w one.
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MNr. Gross. We could speculate here all afternoon. I realize that but
I dtont.set' anything in the nature of a miracle coming out of the organization of an Atlantic 'nion delegation at this stage of the game. Now,
perhaps I am wrong, but I don't see it.
MIMACULJ)S U.S. RECOVERY FOLLOWED 14787 CONVENTION

ST'rT. I would hope that you would not base your judgment on
a miracle of that type. If there badntt been one, if tle (onvention at
M.1.

Annapolis had failed, there wouldnt have been the Federal Convention. In spite of all the odds against it, it was tie passing of a miracle.
So I agree with Conmressman Findley. If we could only uet this
convent ion to agree on, Federal Union as the goal, this would have an
enormous etect in forming that confidence, credit, faith, on which not
oly monetary things but, a lot of other thinsts, defend.
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tion was called, the situation throughout the 13 States began to get
better and better. Then they had a very difficult, very close vote in
Massachusetts, in Virginia, in Ni~w Yorl, before the Constitution wim
ratified.
But all the time the effect had changed from the psychology of
desl)air tie other way around. This was working its wonders. And
consider the first 10 years of the Federal Govermient-the time when
H[Tamilton vent in as Secretary of the Treasury and had to )ay his
own staff and had a salary of $3,00 0 or $4,000 a year. Tie Unhited
States of the Continental Congress. including all the 13 States and

their currencies--none of them could then borrow abroad or a.t home.
By his financial 1)olicy. within a year and a half, our Federal Government could borrow in the markets of Europe at the most-favorednation rates.
That was the miracle that was wrought there.

In the first 10 years of tile Union our foreign trade quadrupled.

Within the first :30 years, we had )aid off all tile national debt and
had a SurIlus-the only time in our history that we had a surplus to
distribute to t lie States.
And in that time, we had bought Louisiana ; we had bought Florida ;
we had had the War of 1812.
An( we have gone marc'hicn on since that time. 1Wlhatever may come
out of this first step now-it may be big; it may be smallMr. (rioss. Mr. Streit, I do not want to take all tie time. It is getting
rather late,. but I was here when President Eisenhower. then (heneval
Eisenlhower, was sent. by President. Truman to organize NATO.
I was here whein Eisenhower came hack front thlt mission ani
11tttndet1 the only joint session of Congress held outside tle ]falls of
the fouse of Bep"resenlatives in the last 25 years. That was an inforital
joint session held in the Library of Congress Auditorium, when lie
reported onl his mission in the organizations of NAITO.
I did not astrep with some of the things lie said at that time. For
instance he advocated something on tle order of a for'eig, legion as
a world police force. I am, not about to sul)l)ort a foreign legion. I do
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not want a son of mine serving in a foreign legion of nondescripts
around the world, and engaged in adventures of every description.
But I am intriglled by the fact that he is reported to have talked
so strongly for Atlantic union because, not in my time here, did I hear
one utterance, either when lie was President, or thereafter, until lie
died-one utterance that east any reflection in any way upon the
shortcomings of NATO.
Yet you would set, up an organization here as the forerunner to an
Athmatic Union Organization. 1 assume it is the purpose of an Atlantic
union dele,,ation to suppllant the United Nations, NATO, the-Southeast Asia 'Treaty Organization, and so on and so forth.
I wo nler what happened to Eisenhower, my friend from Illinois,
in his statement, telIs us how strongly he supported the Atlantic
Union. 1 won(ler why?
WilY

GENERAL

EISENIOWER DIDN"V I'UBLICLY BACK ATLANTIC
BILL WILEN PLI ESII)ENT

UNION

Mr. STmET. My own guess is-and I have 'orderedd it a good dealfirst, I can assure you as to his support of this idea, and that you
will find it. in his flist report to NATO in 1952, I think in the early
part of that year. It has a very eloquent warning that coalitions have
naver succeeded in history, nor- alliances and so forth, but in union

there is the power we need.
Why lie (lid not call on Congress for this convention when lie was
President.-God knows I did my best, as far a writing is concerned,
to have him (o so.
I think at one time we nearly succeeded, and that was in 1955.
Senator Walter George was chairman of the Foreign Relations Coinnittee at that time, and the committee was ready to go ahead but
Senator George wanted to be sure of the PIresident's desire on this.
He 1)ut it up to the President in an extraordinary move; and I wrote
to the Presidenttat that time. Ie had just come back from his operation.
Anyway, it was in July. I got an answer the next day. I was urging
that lie t4ike this lead and I wi]i give you a copy of it.
In it lie said that lie was very much concerned with all this, but
now they had established a Committee of Three in NATO to explore
how to strengthen it, and wouldn't our allies be confused if we
started off on still another tack?
So, while he, hoped I would continue my work, and all that sort of
thing. he did not think this was the right moment.
Sil, on the day I got that, Egypt seized the Suez Canal-and the
worst split in NVATO in its history occurred. Trhe Anglo-FrancoIsraeli war on Egypt began, and we were standing on the side of
Soviet Russia; at the same time then the Hungarians rose in revolt.
Had we had a union then it would have been a different story conpletely, but that is the way things have gone.
So, if I may say so, the reason Ike did not do it. I think, is because
every President is under a whale-of-a-lot of pressure as to the troubles
of tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow.
Tliy have plenty of men around them to protect them from the
next day's headlines or the next bureaucratic intrigue, or what-haveyou on the Hill.
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I know of no President that has ever had anyone there to protect
them at the bar of history as to what was really important at that
time. I think that is one of the weaknesses of our executive branch,
We had better get some people by law required to be, not exactly an
ombudsman, but someone whose job is to keep the President in mind of
his long-term interests as President and therefore of those of the
American people. That is why I think all the pressures were then,
and still are the other way around in the White House.
Mr. FiAstm. I would like to remind the committee we do ha.e one
more witness.
Mr. Findley?
Mr. Fi-uLEY. Mr. Chairman, I have talked to Mr. Streit so often
and asked him so niy questions, that I won't raise questions oi this
,occasion. Nit I have to sav just a few words about hiin.
I have felt for a long time that a federation of the Western (lemoracies is inevitable, It is going to come, whether we act this year or
next year in Congress. It is inevitable inthe course of events.
Arnold Toynbee has also said that it is in evitable although we may
have to fro through some more ordeals before we come to that decision
All oflus wouhli like to be remembered favorably, and I have a hunch
when histories are written a couple of hundred years from now, the
name of Clarence Streit will probably be written more plainly and in
a more glowing way than almost any other person alive today.
I thiinik lie symbolizes the very best in Western civilization-idealism, Coml)assioi, and lerse\'erance. lie has certainly been an insl)iration to ie.
Mr. Fnsim. Thank you very much. Mr. Streit.
3fr. SmIT.Thank you very much. [To Mr. Findley] You overwhellil111.

[The following was submitted for inclusion in the record :]
ANNEX TO TESTIMONY (0F-CLARENCE K. STREIT
EXCERPTS FROM His TESTIMONY ON JITJY 13 AN ) 15. 1071, WARNING THAT THE
J)OLLAR'S FALL FROM GOLD-VIICHt PRESIDENT NIXON ANNOUNCED ONE MONTI
LATER (Avo. 15. 1971)-WAs "IMMINENT" AND EXPLAINING (1) WIlY APPROVAL
OF THY. ATLANTIC 'NION RESOLUTION WOULD HELP RESTORE C(ONFIDFNE('E. AND
(2) HOw TIE CREATION OF AN ATLANTIC FEDERAL UNION WOULD "PREVENT
ENDURINGLY ANOTHER
WORLD MONETARY CRASH"
EXEPTS FROM TESTIMONY, JTLY 13.

1971

Mr. STREIT. * * * I propose to offer you some concrete evilence In this statement that we are much nearer catastrophe--notably as regards the threat (if a
world monetary crash and depress-on-and moving toward It at a much more
acmlerating rate'than when I testified on this subject at your hearings on the
Atlantic Union resolution In 1960. * * *
H1OW TIE FALL OF THE DOLLAR WOULD HURT WORLD TRADD

Now. to turn to the monetary changes, which are the ones whose consequenceR
directly affect us all, even more than war. Everybody has some money and the
less lie has the more Imlprtant It i.,
to him. A world monetary crash disastrously
affects everyom--anid also brings ol war. I may be allergic to such a crash for,
as a New York Times correspondent, I covered the breakdown of the world
I These excerpts are from the official report of my testimony .before this qame suhoom.
mittee In .lfy 1971. with some subhods I have asked to be addled to facilitate readlne.
Although the flinzres I gave In 1971 have ('llanced since then. the base danger has only

worsened and the Atlantic Union remedy grown more urgent, in my opinon.-ClarenceStreit
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monetary system In 1931 when the British went off gold, and what preceded that
and what followed. Within 15 months the unemployment that immediately
surged up Il Germany had brought Hitler to power.
Yet Germany, I would point out, already had then those advanced built-In
social security measures to prevent unemployment, which we adopted after
that crash--those so many Americans hope will save us now * * *
There i so little know and talked about as regards this particular monetary
danger, that I hope you will give me a couple of minutes to explain why I believe.
It is so dangerous, and spreads deprasslon so fast. The depression we had in
1929 wais nothing to what happened after tle world monetary systeni went down.
Why does this bring chaos? Because, for one thing, you have to have some stable
currency in which to do international trade. It is done mostly on a short-term
bass-90-day bills. You can 'lose more than your profit if you don't know what
you are going to get for the exports you sell, when tile 90-day bill matures, if
the value of tie currency in whith it was made changes meanwhile.
At that time trade was financed mainly in British pounds, even when the British
were not directly Involved. When I was a correspondent covering the GreekTurk war in 1921, I remember talking to Americans there to buy Turkish tobacco.
TheIr transactions with the Turkish sellers were always in British pounds--not
in dollars or Turkish currency. Therefore, when the natiomi whose currency serves
as the world currency in which international trade is done leaves gold. or in one

way or another devalues Its currency, it affects (,very other country in the

world immediately, for It lessens the value of all those short-term llls in which
world trade through the previous 90 or 180 days was financed. It (oes not affect
every other country when the Germans change the value of their currency or
the French or the Swiss or other do-but it does when the devaluing illtliol
is the one the world uses to finance international trade. That country now is
ours; and our dollar is the world currency now to a much higher degree than the,
British pound was in 1931.
The stability of the currency world trade requires has been based since World
War II on the pledge the 'nited States made years ago and lias kept reaffirming:
That we will nake good to foreigners, in gold at $35 an ounce. oi demand fron
their central banks, all short-term credits in dollars they hold. Since 1933 we
have cesed to pay our citizens gold for their l)aper dollars. But if we didn't do
it for the rest of tile world. there would be less world trade for us or any nation.
So this is in our interest, too. This depends then on our being able to (1o what
we have promised to do as regards laying these foreign claims in gold, on.
demlianiid.

This is no small matter. The total value of world trade (imports) in 1970 was
$293 billion, according to the July IMF International Financial Statistics. The'
great bulk of that huge figure was financed, -directly or inlirectly. in 90-day bills
in dollars. It results, roughly, that in any 90 days of the year the value of the
goods in transit thus financed averaged around $70 billion-a conservative
rounded-off quarter of the $293 billion total for,,the year. If the ( t ited Statesq
decided to devalue the dollar on one of those 90 days. the makers and holders
all over the world of those $70 billion in siort-terin bills would be affected. to,
the degree that we devalued the dollar. That may indicate what a worldwide.
upsetter of trade and finance any U.S. decision that changes tile present gold
value or convertibility of the dollar would be,
The explosive factor in the crash of 1031 was then short-term international
debt * * *. I ran an article in our magazine in November 1163 Itnting out how
the United States and the world monetary situation in many respects paralleled
that of 1931.
There are various differences, but one great difference is that this time there.
is a great power tMat not only can Iprofit by such a breakdown of tile world
monetary system but. is lit position now to maneuver to help wreck it. Soviet
Russia was not in position to do so in 1931. I don't want to go further into that
now.

To turn to the urgency of this monetary danger now. In the last 56 months.
the average monthly increase was $263 million-an acceleration of .17 percent.
This is not the worst of it. In the last 4 months for which the latest Federal
Unlon Bulletin gives figures-that is, from January 1 to April 30 ouf thils yeiirthis debt rose front $41.7 billion to $45.9 billion, an increase of $4.3 billion. That
is an average of more than $1 billion a month, nearly four times the average for
the past 56 months, and nearly seven times the monthly average in the first half'
of the 1960's.

An
There is still worse to come. Here is the actual Increase in our foreign shortterm debt for each of 1971's first 4 months: -January, $569 million; February,
$305 million; March, $1,331 million; April, $2,172 million. In other words, the
actual increase in April was not four times the average for the previous 56
months but eight times, and almost 15 times greater than the average monthly
increase in the early 1960's.
The explosive factor in this is that world trade and therefore prosperity depends on confidence abroad that the United States will convert this- short-term
debt held by foreigners into gold on demand at the present price, $35 an ounce.
leAt us see what these figures mean in relation to the capacity of the United
States to make good this pledge. The fact is that in this decade our gold supply
fell by nearly 40 percent. In other words, while the liability rose by $23 billion,
the gold asset fell by $6 billion.
Mr. Nixon emphasized the rapidity of change in his [19661 statement to you.
Well, at that time we could pay only 43 cents in gold for every dollar held abroad
that we have pledged to redeem with 100 cents in gold. In the 50 months since
then It has gone down to the point where our foreign creditors know we can
now pay them only 24 cents in gold for each dollar we have promised to pay.
That Is a 44.perent decline. * * *
Our creditors have the choice [nowi between getting paid 100 cents for each
dollar-if they are tie first to run to convert their paper into gold while the
United States is still l)utting u) a brave front--or getting 24 cents or less if they
walt for a bankruptcy settlement, a devaluation or an embargo on gold. Well,
maybe that is enough o show how a panic can all too easily start in tile present
cir(,mnstances-and almost did in early May.
Many cherish fond hopes that ending the war in Vietnam will right all this. It
should certainly lessen the strain on the dollar, yet the sad and disconcerting fact
is that in the first 28 months of the Nixon administration, in which half our troops
have been withdrawn from Vietnam, our explosive short-term foreign debt has
shot up much more rapidly than before the escalation began in 1965, while our
supply of gold has gone down.
We cannot prevent an atomic war, since Russia and others have the weapon
with which they can start one, but we (1o still have the power to prevent a monetary crash. This gold that we have paid out has been going principally to our
European allies, and they hold much of our short-term debt. Under a Federal
Union all their gold and ours would be pooled behind the Union's currency, and
our short-term to these allies would no longer be a threat. The Union would have
enough gold to pay on demand any or all the debt to the rest of the world. The
Union currency would have far greater backing than any currency has ever had
before. There would be no more danger of a world monetary crash,
WHY ATLANTIC UNION WOULD PREVENT ENDURING ANOTHER CRASIH

It Is demonstrable-not guesswork, as with all alternatives-that Atlantic
Union would do even more than end, enduringly, the danger of another monetary
crash; it would also bless world trade with, for the first time in history, a common measure of value almost as stable-compared with alternatives-as are the
metric measures of everything else. I submit that this is proved by the figures
and facts in table 1.
['Table 1 follows :]
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TABLE I.-COMPARISON OF EXISITNG WORLD CURRENCY INSTABILITY WITH THE STABILITY THAT AN ATLANTIC
FEDERAL UNION WOULD GIVE (AS OF APR. 30, 1971)
fLatest official figures from June Federal Reserve Bulletin)
PART A.-THE DEGREE OF INSTABILITY NOW

Billions'
World total of foreign short-term claims on U.S. dollar, convertible Ingold ...................................... $46.0
Total U.S. gold reserve ................................................................................. 10.9
Ratio of above convertible claims to available gold:
$46 to $11
or $42 to $10
or 1.2 to I
PART B.-THE DEGREE OF STABILITY THAT ATLANTIC UNION WOULD GIVE AT ITS START
)In billions)

NATO allies(members of proposed Atlantic Union):
Belgium-Luxembourg ........................................................
Canada ............ ......................................................
Denmark ....................................................................
France.
...
-... ...........................................
German FederaI Republic .....................................................
Greece ..........
..........................................
Iceland ...................................................................
Italy
......................................................
Netherlands.
.
............
...
......
Norway ....................................................................
Portugal ....................................................................
Turkey
.....................................................
UnitedKingdom
.................
.............................
United States ...............................................................
Total for NATO or Atlantic Union .............................................
I Mar,

31.

Gold
reserve

Short-term
claims on
U.S. gold

$1.6
8
06
3.5
4.0
.. I
01
2.9
1.9
05
9
.1
'1. 1
10.9

$0.8
3.2
.2
2.3
10.3
.I
.01
1.9
.7
.4
.28
.04
5. 1
0

27.9

25.3
Billions

World total of foreign short-term claims on Atlantic Union gold (after deducting above $25,300,010,000 from the
$46,000,000,000 total convartible claims on U.S. dollar now) ................................................ $20.7
Ratio of convertible claims to the Atlantic Union's gold:
$20.7 to $27.9
or 3 to 4
or I to 1.3
PART C.-EXAMPLES OF HOW THE ATLANTIC UNION CURRENCY'S STABILITY WOULD GROW BY ADMISSION OF
OTHER NATIONS TO IT
ISee accompanying text for explanations
Example (a): The admission of merely Sweden and Switzerland would reduce the convertible claims on the Atlantic
Union's gold to $17,000,000,000, and increase its gold reserve to $30,900,000,000, making the ratio $17 to $31-nearly
Ito2.
Example(b): If the 1st to be admitted were say, these 6-Australia, Israel, Japan, Mexico, the Philippines, and Venezuela
-they would reduce the claims on the Union's gold to a mote $11,300,000,000, and increase its gold reserve to $29,800,000,000.
Thatwould make the ratio $11 to 30--or almost I to 3.
Example (c): If groups (a) and (b) were both admitted the total foreign claims on the Union's gold would sink to only
$7,600,000,000, while its gold would rise to $32,800,000,063. The ratio then would be I to more than 4 in the black- the
exact reverse of the current explosive U.S. ratio of more than 4 to 1.
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The best way to measure the degree of stability, or of unstabiliy, in the world
monetary system at any given time Is by the ratio of short-term claims convertible
in gold to the amount of gold behind the key currency. So long as the total claims
(c) are less thanl the total gold (g) avaHllale to pay them, as in a ratio of 9)c to
1i00g, the world currency Is obviously stable.
When this ratio is reversed to one of 100c to 90g, tile currency has passed from
at condition of obvious stalillity, or liquidity, to one of theoretical instabllity.
But, for all practical purposes, it remains stable as long as the gap between
quick liabilities and quick assets is too small to worry major creditors.
When, however, the gap reaches the point where tile claims are, say, about.
twice as great as the gold. it is prudent, I believe, to consider it a warning that
a pHtentially (dangerous degree of fever has been reached-and folly to ignore it.
That is why I wrote the article. "The I)anger to the I)ollar-and Iow To End
It," which appeared in tit(, November 19643 Freedmn & U nion. It stressed that
tle official Junme figures showed that the world total of short-term convertible
claims on the dollar had reached $25 billion, while U.S. gold had sunk to $15.8
Ibillion
(Tis'I prevailing '.S. view at that time dismissed the concern exlpresse(l by
president Do)e (111jle about this as proof he was "anti-American," and too blinded
by delusions( of grandeur" to realize that nothing could shake confidence in the
almighty dollar.
I
('rt ainly wvihen the reading on this monetary thermometer reaches a ratio of
(onvertiide claims four times greater than the gold onliiand to convert them, It
shmld le evi(I('llt that the tlushin on the dollar's (.heek is not tite ruddy bloom
of health Jlit prmf that fever Is nearing a fatal degree.
Well, part A of table 1 shows that we reached this explosive point on April 30the latest oflic.ial figures available. The total foreign convertible claims had
reaclied $46 billion, while U.S. gold had slink to $10.9 billionl-a ratio of 46 to
11, or 4.2 to 1. That was when the run from the dollar to tit mark began in the
first week of May.
IDe (4aulle was then dead * * tis
spared--the painful fact that tite run was
nit to t lie French frane but to the mark of the vanquished enemy * * *wSQ
curretiy had been reduced by defeat, to cigarettes, 25 years ago.)
I should point out that this ratio is not an official figure, tile monthly Federal
jeserve Biullet in-the source of my (lata-regrettably does not include it, or
ally sulh t hermnoeter reading on lit( health of the vorld dollar. However. fromn
the datam it (oes give oil convertible claims and oin the gold reserves of all but
the ('ommunist nations, anyone can work out the ratio, and this has been done
in the table.
Now, to explain why the world currency's present dangerous degree of fever
would be ended. immediately and lastingly, by a decision of the NATO allies
to t ranform the alliance into it Federal I'mini :
First, one must understand that if tie peoples of the NATO alliance decide
to transform it by stages into an Atlantic Federal Union-if only as- regards
('urrency and trade within it-the end result would Include the creation of (1)
a common currency backed by their joint gold reserves, (2) an Atlantic equivalent
oif the U.S. Federal Reserve System to manage It, and (3) a Federal Government
elected by their citizens to make an enforce the laws necessary for governing this
common concern. It woul
also mean the transformation of the present longterm convertible claims on U.S. gold held by our allies Into domestic Atlantic
'mion (laims, guaranteed by Its government.
Part It of the table is based on the same data of April 30 used in part Aso as to permit a fair comparison with the present situation. It shows why this
--- decision to transform the alliance Into a federation would reduce the current
ianic-point degree of high fever to a normal, healthy temperature. It brings out
two badly neglected but very happy facts, namely:
(1) The gold reserves of our allies together with our own would put behind
the Atlantic Union currently a total of $27.9 billion in gold.
(2) Their short-term convertible claims on the U.S. gold reserve of $10.9
billion total $25.3 billion, Federation, please remember. would transform this
into domestic claims on tile Union government (as inconvertible as such domestic
liabilities are in the United States and other NATO nations now). Consequently,
the present $46 billion world total of foreign claims on I.S. gold, whlch now
threaten
In
half. crash and depression, would be reduced to $20.7 billion-more than cut
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Thus, Atlantic Union would replace the current explosive monetary ratio of
'$42 (iii claims) to $10 (in gold), or 4.2 to 1, with a safe an stable one of $21
to $28. In shorter figures, the present 4 to 1 ratio of quick liabilities to quick
assets would be converted by Atlantic Union into the sound rato of 3 to 4, or
I to 1.3. Since the Union could pay in gold all convertible claims, and still have
$7 billion left it gold, there would no longer be any incentive to run for gold;
the incentive would be to hold on to th(rie claims, since they earn interest and
gold doesn't.
I said that Atlantic Union would end the present danger enduringly. The
reason is that the Union would. I feel sure, follow tile wisdom of our own
wounding Fathers in constituting al open end federation. As other nations who
desired to enter it-and the Mnt(ni agreed were able to live up to its standards of
civil liberty and citizen sovereignty-as they were admitted to the Union. its
gol(i reserve wouhl increase, and the foreign short-term claims against its gold
-would decline. With this classic "one-two- punch" it would strengthen its
currf-ll.y.0
To demonstrate this, part C of table I gives the figures for three examples: (a)
the effect of admitting merely two unquestionable democracies-little Switzerland and Sweden. Next. since their tradition of neutrality will probably make
them hesitate to seek admission, (b) the effect of adliitting exen six of the
niany that would quickly seek a(lmsiion (say, Australia. Israel. Japan, Mexico,
the lililipl)illes, and Venlezuela). Finally (c) the effect, monetarily, when both
grolups (a)and (b) are admitted.
This part of the table shows that the admission of Switzerland and Sweden
ft hough their combined Polulation is only 14 million) would increase the
Union's gold reserves to $30.9 billion while reducing foreign convertible claims
against it to $17 iillion--a ratio of $17 to $31-or nearly 1 to 2. Tile admission
of group (b) vould increase the Union's gold to $29.8 billion and reduce the
convertible claims to $11.3 billion-a ratio of $11 to $30, or nearly 1 to 3. When
groups (a) and (b) are admitted, tile convertible foreign claims would sink to
$7.6 billion while the gold would rise to $32.8 billion-a ratio of more than I to 4coniletely reversing tile current TNT ratio of $4 in quick liabilities for each
quick asset of $1 in gold,
It will, of course. take time to make any suci Union. But the mere calling of
thi.s convention to explore Atlantic Union would Iave a particularly good effect in
tlis regard. I believe, because the major factor in monetary affairs is confidence,
(redit, faith. In this case, it delends on what peol)le believe about tile dollar
and particularly what tley believe about the United States. If we astonish tile
world at long list by yout' committee recommending that we (all a convention
to exipihoe this Atlantic Federal
n'nion-even though we are not committing ourselves to any end result, tile fact that we offer to explore the strongest possible
answer will have it great. inmeldate. favorable psychological impact on lople,
especially in Europe where much of tile danger lies. and in our own country. The
fact that we would be heading toward the system that has proved chest over a
long span of time could and I believe would turn the tide from distrust to renewed colnflleile. This is wiy I believe it is highly urgent that your committee soul expedite-not only approve but expedite this resolution.
EXCERPTS FRoMt STATEMENT OF CILARENCE K. STREET, PRESIDENT,
MOVEMENT FOR ATLANTIC TNION, TULy 15. 1971

INTERNATIONAL

Mr. FRASMR. Mr. Street, would you like to make some further comments before
we question you?
Mr,STREIT. Yes.
I gave figures the day before yesterday on the amount of gold and shortterm d(ebt we had. and how the gold was going down and tile short-term debt was
going up very much. I would like to put in two tables: One with figures showing
where that money has gone, and the other showing some effects of devaluation of
tle dfollar-the most pi)opular alternative to the Atlantic Union solution of this
proleni.

MI. FRAsER. Fine.
Mr. STitr'i. I made a comparlson then, you may renenler. between September 1,1966. when Richard Nixon. In urging congressional approval of tifs
proposed onion. stressed our need (If tils forward-looking promnoal "to cope with
the inredible change going nn In the world." Now, what was the situation of the
countries of the Common Market, as regards their total holdings of gold and
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in relation to short-term debt payable In gold, at that time-and now? Table 2
gives the answer.
[The table follows:]
TABLE 2.-"INCREDIBLE" CHANGE '-IN MONETARY RESERVES OF UNITED STATES AND COMMON MARKET
(C.M.), 1966 AND 1971

(Inbillions of dollars
Sept. 1,1966 ,
Nature of reserves
Gold ...............................................

United States
$13.2

Dollars convertible in gold .........................................
Total ........................................

13.2

If Britain were inCommon Market:'
Gold...........................................
13.2
Dollars convertible in gold .....................................
Total ........................................

13.2

Apr. 30, 1971

Common
Market United States
$15.1

$10.9

5.6 ..............
20.7

Commom
Market
$13.8
15.9

10.9

29.7

17.2
10.9
9.5 ..............

14.9
20.9

26.7

35.8

10.9

1Richard Nixon in his statement of Sept. 1, 1966, to the House of Foreign Affairs Committee, urging Congress to approve
the Atlantic Union Resolution stressed the "incredible" changes that had occurred in the past 20 years, as proof of those
to be expected inthe next 26 years, which made the proposed convention to explore Atlantic Union already imperative
at that time. This table aims to bring out the incredible change in monetary reserves that has already taken place in the
first 5 of his projected "20 years" since 1966.
aAs it would have been had not President de Gaulle vetoed British entry inthe Common Market in 1963 -to the intense
indignation of the U.S. Government and press.
Source: Federal Reserve Bulletin, November 1966 and June 1971.
Their-the Common Market-reserves in gold added up to $15.1 billion, comnpared to the $13.32 billion that the United States had at that time. Already the
Common Market had more gold than the United States. Over and above that,
their assets in U.S. short-term debt payable by the United States in gold, added
up to $5.6 billion. These paper dollars-supposed to be as good its gold-wheii
added to their metallic gold brought their total monetary reserves up to $30.7
billion compared again to the $13.32 billion we have, because we have no shortterm assets from other nations of this kind, for these are all liabilities.
Had General de (,aulle not vetoed British entry into the Common Market, that
market's total gold reserve at the time that Mr. Nixon urged you to approve this
resolution would have been $17 billion, and its assets in U.S. short-term (de)ts
convertible in gold would have been $9.5 billion, making a grand total of $26.7
billion in monetary reserves for the Common Market, as against the U.S. $13.3
billion-assets double ours in 1966.
Now, what is the position 56 months later? On April 30, 1971, the latest figures
given by the Federal Reserve Bulletin, the gold held by the Common Market
nations added up to $13.8 billion. Add Great Britain's figure to that, and you
get $14.9 or $15 billion, The U.S. gold reserve meanwhile hadl fallen to $10.9
billion. There it would be a ratio of 15 to--well, it has gone down to $10.5 now,
and is going down. The total gold of the Common Market had declined somewhat,
too, but Its assets In U.S. short-term debt, paya)le In gold. had tripled in tlose
56 months, to a total of $15.9 billion-nearly $16 billion-imaking the total monetary reserves of the present members of the Common Market practically $30 billion--29.72 billion exactly. This is virtually three times the amount of gold
that the United States then held.
.As I said before, add those figures to our monetary reserves, add Britain to the
Common Market, as we are so eager to add them; and the Common Market's
total assets in U.S. short-term debts-"good as gold"-rises to $21 billion, and
Its total monetary reserve to $35.8 billion-as against now $10.9 billion reserves.
The picture--where we are three times outrun-is even worse in reality, for,
if the Common Market nations sought to convert their short-tern debt into gold,
the entire U.S. gold reserve would be wiped out. "Morethan that, they'd be "overkilled" several tines over. But the Europeans know the consequences of this, and
I doubt that officially, tbey would start any such move-more accurately, panic.
Germany alone at April 30, had $10.3 billion in short-term U.S. debt convertible
to gold. Germany alone, if It sought to convert this into gold, could wipe out our
entire reserve. We would, no doubt, if any attempt was made like that, put an
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embargo on gold. But that would mean that we had abandoned gold, there was no
longer any convertible currency in which to do international business-unless the
Common Market had not combined to set up a rival world currency.
We are, indeed, In the same chaotic situation now that happened in 1931 when
the-British put an embargo on their gold. Yet there have been gentlemen here-I wish they were here now-who, by their questions, Imply we have any amount
of time in which to act so as to end this danger. I wish Mr. Frelinghuysen were
... at present, because he said that necessity had driven the 13 States together.
I think he added that he didn't know what necessity.
Well, the necessity was the social dangers, such as Shay's Rebellion in Massachusetts, when we had 13 different dollars and many of those dollars were not
worth the paper they were written on. It was this monetary question-not the
threat of another war-that led to the Federal Convention in 1787. Once that
Federal Convention was called, even though the situation remained pretty much
the same, I mean monetarily, such was the confidence this renewed--and this
despite all the debate that went on about this subject in the convention-it almost
broke apart several times, you know, and then the debates in the States over
ratifying the Constitution the convention submitted were very intense, too.
Mr. FINDLEY. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question at this point?
Mr. STREIT. I Just wanted to add that the economic and monetary situation of
the United States once the convention had been called began to improve.
Mr. Fit n.y.
It is argued by some economists that things are different today
than they were in the 1930's. We have the International Monetary Fund, the
World Bank, we have the Group of Ten. There is a greater understanding of
monetary interdependence. You Just stated, I think, that you thought it unlikely
that Germany would demand gold for the short-term claims against that gold.
What is your coniment to those who claim that we are more sophisticated, we
lave better tools for dealing with monetary crisis, we are not under the danger
that existed bae' in the thirties?
Mr. STREIT. Well, my comment is that we have improved the situation somewhat. The major question, I would think, is have we done enough? If you build
a bridge that would carry I ton and the traffic was 10 tons, well, if you increase
it to 5 tons you are still in danger of the bridge collapsing.
Mr. FINDLEY. What do you think might happen? Do you think It is conceivable
that a small nation, such as Austria back In the thirties, might make a run and
turn in its claim for gold?
Mr. SThEIT; Let Us- consider what happened on April 30. These figures I have
Just given you, and gave the other day, it was at that time, In early May, that the
run from the dollar to the mark began.
This brought in another factor in short-term or even, demand, debt-Eurodollars. The result was that Germany, whose lig banks in 1931 had to suspend
payments, when the run, then from the mark to the dollar began, was now in the
reverse position-paper dollars were flooding Boon. That is where most of those
$2 billion of short-term debt in April went-to Bonn.
Germany in 1948, when I testified here that year, was still using cigarettes for
currency, it didn't have any gold reserve. * * *
Well, the Germans suspended payment last May, buying dollars, temporarily,
no longer; and then they went on what is called a floating basis to let the
market determine the relative value of the dollar and mark. So did Holland.
It feared also a similar influx of Eurodollars.
And Switzerland, which to me this is a very significant example. The Swiss
during this whole run on gold from one country to another in 1931, 1932, 1933
on all the chaos that happened after the British left gold, the Swiss never
changed then the exchange value of their currency until 1936; they were about
the last to do it.
Well, this time before there was any crash of the key currency-the dollarthe Swiss devalued the dollar, for all practical purposes. So did little Austria,
where the run started in 1931.
These are the conditions in which panic can begin. I think it would start
from two sources. I doubt that the central banks, until It got going, would
move in: they know the dangers too well. But the Eurodollar, this is a new
plhenomenon they didn't have in 1931, and it is not necessarily an improvement.
I wish Mr. Brundage were still here so that he could give you more information on the Eurodollar which he mentioned. A few years ago-10 years ago-n) one talked about the Eurodollar. These dollars are dollars that are on deposit
In foreign banks, many of them American branch banks In Europe. They can
be deposited by any foreigner-there are a lot of foreigners who hold American
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dollars-or by the Americans, here. It is fairly easy to get into the Eurodollar
market. One of my friends told me that, if you have $100,000 to put up, you can
aiake them Eurodollars. He simply instructed his banks Ist Boston to buy"
$100,000 of Eurodollars, invest them at the higher rate of interest that they
could get in Germany. Any number of banks can do, and did this.
is where here In the United States a great deal of that pressure from
Nhis
in the market began; the aim was to get a higher interest rate.
dollar
the
Now this pressure is shifting over to France-they think it is going to revalueand to Japan. You can see the chaos that is thus, developing. The Washington
Post tinanclal page this morning said, "The I.S. dollar hits bottom in Gerina y."
It went down to its lowest point yesterday, I don't know what it is doing today,
As a newspaper man, I covered the London Monetary and Economic Conference where they were trying to peg the pound-get it back on gold. You
could see in the newsroom there the reports that went out. Tile dollar and
prices exchange rates were fluctuating on the news that went out at the time.
This Is now even more volatile. I stressed the other day how universal in scope
this is. because everybody has some money in their pockets, and they need it to
live, and to realize their dreams.
Mr. FRASER. One has tile impression that the rather temporary crisis that we
experienced a few months ago is Iptontially far inore threatening than one might
have perceived at the time. I think our Government wisely played it in very low
key. which did not begin to reflect the dangers that we were running at that
point. At least that is the impression I carried away from the expe-rience of those
few days.
[r. STElT. Mr. Chairman, you are quite right. If they had not played it low
key, we would he in chaos now, I fear, considering what happened when tile
former Federal Reserve Board Chairman, Mr. Martin, made his speech in 1965;
it rocked all the markets there,. Well, there is another factor In this.
The run to the mark came in part from Americans, and the European branches
of American banks and other corporations fihat were not making much. if any.
lroJtit in the unitedd States last year and wanted to have the advantage of investing their funds at the higher rates prevailing tn Germany. Only last week,
five or six major banks in country have reported on the first quarter of 1971,
and every one of them that I read in the Times and the Post, reported a very
substantial loss in profit. The last one is in the paper today, the Chase Manhattan Bank. But they have made money abroad. So, I would think that the pressure
of these banks to keep even Is going to lead them to run to wherever there is a
higher interest rate, a possibility of resolution. You can spread chaos In the
world monetary system that way.
This is why I think this Atlantic Union resolution is a most highly urgent
thing. I am appalled to hear people ask questions and talk as if there was nothing to worry about, that we have 25 years before we need even begin to climb
this "Mount Everest."
I would like to have inserted here the other table I mentioned-the one
showing who would gain most and who would lose most by our devaluating
the dollar.
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(The table follows :]
TABLE 3.-A SAMPLING OF i NATIONS, INDICATING HOW EACH WOULD FARE IF THE UNITED STATES DEVALUED
THE DOLLAR, AS SHOWN BY THEIR HOLDINGS IN GOLD AND IN DOLLARS CONVERTIBLE IN GOLD NOW AT $35
AN OUNCE, AS OF APR. 30, 1971

Nation
Switzerland .....................................................
Fra nce .. .. ... ... .. ... ... . ................ .............
..... ...........................................
Netherlands
.......................................
Blgium.
...............................
Italy
United Kingdom .......................................
...................................
German Federal Republic.
Mexico ...........................................................
..............................................
Canada
Peru ...............................................
Japan ............................................................

Assets indol.
lar claims
convertible In
Percentage of monetary
gold by U.S.
Reserves
(in billions
of U.S.
Foreign
dollars)
exchange
Gold
73
63
55
50
46
34
22
' 22
16
1 14
10

26
30
40
28
46
1 52
68
'53
66
288
80

$2.1
2. 0
.62
.73
1.9
5.3
10.6
.45
5.5
.23
3.5

'Mar. 31,
31,1970.
2 ,'c.
Note: The nations that would gain the most by any U.S. move that reduced the gold value of the dollar are those that
hold most of their reserves in g3IJand least in convertible papsr-Switzerland leading the world in this regard. The reason
is that this would increase the value in dollars of their gold, and more than offset their loss through the reduction in value
of their paper currency assets. Conversely the nations that would be hardest hit would be those with more paper dollar
assets than gold-notably Japan, Canada, the German Federal Republic, the United Kingdom, and most Latin American
nations. In other words, those who trusted most in theU.S. pledge to convert paper dollar claims in gold at $35 an ounce
would be the greatest losers, and those who trusted least in that pledge would gain the most.
Source: Percentages calculated from and 3d column figures drawn from data in IMF International Financial Statistics,
July 1971.

Mr. FIAStER. Thank you for being with us this afternoon. You
ha ve been very helpful.
'The final witness for today is Mrs. Lillian C. W illiams of Ridgewood, N.J., wN'ho will testify in opposition to House Joint Resolution
.25. M s. Williams is an excellent example of a private citizen whose
concern about her country's l)uI)lic policies has led her to inform herself fully on the issues an( assert herself forthrightly. She maintains regular contact with this subcommittee on the subject of Atlantic
Union and today we are very glad to have her with us in person. You
may proceed with your prepared statement, Mrs. Williams.
STATEMENT OF MRS. LILLIAN C. WILLIAMS, RIDGEWOOD, N.S
Mhs. WIILIAMs. Representative Fraser and members of this committee. May I, before I start my statement, make a statement, about
the period of 1955 and 1956 ? Would that fit in?
A . FIRAISER. Surely.

Mrs. W HAits.During those years there were two hearings held in
the summers of 1955 and 1956, and at that time Secretary of State
)ulles was calling for the totality of NATO. That was the phrase he
used.

At that time I wondered why the President took no stand or no
action. '[he Secretary of State must have had some weight with Presi(lent Eisenhower. 1-owever, Senate Joint Resolution 12, the Atlantic resolution of 1955--56, was tabled after hearings held by the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee in spite of the support of Secretary )ulles.
To continue, my name is Lillian C. Williams, and I reside in Ridgew(ood, N.J. I present this statement on behalf of myself, as an Ameri-

can citizen and taxpayer, and as a mother of an only son, a naval
aviator and jet pilot. adute of the U.S. Naval Academy, who gave
his precious young life in an aborted deck launch off the carrier
Franklin Delano Roosaeelt in the Mediterranean Sea during NATO
maneuvers in 1962.
My statement is not a. statement in depth, for two reasons: No. 1, I
had a very short prepa ration time. only since last Friday; and, reason
No. 2. I beliel'e tiat we have had many indepth statements since 1955
and prior to that. We are all familiar with the long detailed statements much of the material in which is repetitious. Hence, my statement shall be brief and written from a different viewpoint.
I consider it an honor to present my statement before this distinguished committee.
Twice before I have had the opportunity to express my views on
this strangely persistent subject-Atlantic Uinion. In 1956 1 presented
a statement'on Senate Joint Resolution 12-Kefauver resolutionand, in 1966 I presented a statement on Senate Resolution 128 introduced by my own Senator, Senator Case, both before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, both on Atlantic Union. Last fall-1972the Senate Foreign Relations Committee accepted a statement from
me for the l)rinted hearings on Senate Joint Resolution 217.
This is the first time I have had the opportunity to witness the
"birth" of an Atlantic Union resolution. From a friend I obtained a
copy of the cosponsoringg" invitation to the incominfreshmen legislators issued by some 52 of your colleagues in the ouse of Representatives. It as in that letter that I saw for the first time, spelled
out in plain language, not fancy verbiage so often found in the texts
of resolutions, the goal to be "explored" at the Atlantic Convention
called for in House Joint Resolution 205 et al.; namely, in the words of
those signing, "federation."
As I read down the list of 52 I saw several, not many, names of
Representatives whom I admire for their legislative efforts, knowledge of which I have gleaned from the pages of the Congressional
Record.
I wondered as I read the list how many of these legislators chosen
in good faith by the people of their districts had ever bothered to explain in their newsletters to these constituents of theirs the "goal" to
be explored as called for in House Joint Resolution 205 et al.
Atlantic UTnion is a tightly guarded subject, totally unknown to
the man in the street who when informed about it, invariably replies,
"You're crazy." A Congressman from a district next to mine, a loyal
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perennial cosponsor and supporter of Atlantic Union legislation, sent
out last fall ills
legislative record for the last session-Atlantic Union
cosponsorship, and so forth, was missing from the list.
Did he consider his constituents too ignorant to understand, did
le (eem his sponsorship of Atlantic Union too dangerous to his reelectioll should too maly questions be asked, or did he consider the
matter too trivial to mention?
The majority of the American people are completely uninformed

oil the principles of Atlantic Union and what the implemIenltatioln of
tie legislation l)rOl)osed in Hlouse Joint Resolution 20,) would man
for them. It is a matter which should have been subjected to the fullest
aud widest amount of public discussion before presentation to (Congress in a formal resolution such as House Joint Resolution 205. 1he
secrecy via the press, radio, and television shrouding this pelndinig legislation betokens a callous disregard for the American citizen and his
ability to make intelligent decisions.
A study of IHouse .Joint Resolution 205. one of four identical resolutionis ilitroItled 111d sponsored this session by T Representatives
of the lpeple of the United States, reveals, in'the liiase "consist-

entith thie ('h'irter of the U.N." to be found in the preamble, an

anxiety oil the part of its sponsors to abide by the rules of the U.N.
Charter. f however, no mention is made of "consistency" with the Constitutio-1 of the I united States which by solemn oath the cosponsors
of House Joint Resoittion 205 have sworn to uphold.
Returning to the preamble we find the claim that a more l)erfect
union of the Atlantic democracies would "strengthen the common defense, while cutting the cost." For over 20 years under the NATO alliance it has been a well-known and accel)ted fact that the 14 members
of the alliance, other tham the U nited States, have failed-yes, failed
miserably-to provide their fair and just share of the commnomu defense
burden. It, is naive to assume that federating these so-called democracies will cure tie seemingly incurable inertia and other national
ills inherent in our NATO allies. It is like a woman illlove who
believes she can correct her lover's deficiencies by marrying him.
Article II of the OECI) Treaty, to which we are a signatrl.' calls
for our pledge to give of ourselves and our resources to the pursuit
of efforts to reduce and abolish obstacles to the exchange of goods
ad services, and current l)ayments, and maintain amid extend the
libe-ralization of capital movements. We need not federate to fulfill our
treaty obligations.
Today the world atmosl)here is charged with the fire of ildel)enldence and freedom. Nation after milii seeks to cast off the yoke of
foreign douinmatt ion. This is not a stralge Ilheliomlenlon. It is but a
belated manifestation of our own reaction so vigorously exlpressed in
1776. It is not a sign of a sick world, but rather of one 'omninfg to life,
a new and good life of equality with. and independence of, the other
matimns of this globe. The plinlciple of inlependen ce ...
is not wrong. It
was not wroni iln 17 16 and is not wrong today. The right of self-governit
is a (od-gil-ven right as true, todav as it ever was or reer will
be. It belongs to all peol)le through all ages.
The loss of self-determination destroys self-respect. without which
a nation cannot long survive.

We do not need another Atlantic Convention. The convention
resulting from the bill passed in 1960 was held in January 1962 and
proved to be a failure in spite of eight Atlantic Unionists in key positions on the Commission. Some $200,000 of taxpayers' money was
spent by this Commission, headed by Christian Herter, Will Clayton,
and 'Elno Roper, to mention only three of the "special interest.
groups" of men who have been seeking for over 23 years to destroy the
independence of this country via the "federation of the NATO nations."
We cannot continue to permit small groups of men, sadly including
our Senators and Representatives, lobbying in the name of educating,
to force, upon the little people of this country, le islation like House
Joint Resolution 205 et al., which, if passed, anT implemented, can
lead to the loss of our independence as a nation, making us a part,
I
a subordinate part, of a supranational state.
It is shocking news to read in the Congressional Record of March
15 the letter sent by our Chief Executive to the chief sponsor of House
Joint Resolution 205, not endorsing the resolution, but endorsing the
"concept" and the "goal" of Atlantic Union. It is a terrifying thought
to contemplate the President of the United States ready and willing
to sell out the Constitution of the United States.
Let us recall the stirring words of Thomas Jefferson, in his first
inaugural address:
Peace, commerce, and honest friendship with all nations; entangling alliances
with none.

If the goal to be explored by the proposed Atlantic Convention is
ever achieved, then no longer will the United States be able to act
independently in her own interests, the interests of the needy of the
world, or for that matter, world peace. A new monolithic state will
take over these prerogatives. The Connally reservation cannot help us
in the face of treaty law.
The NATO countries actually have little in common except possibly their socialist-tinged governments and their mutual desire to
curtail the power of the United States, totally unlike the Thirteen
Colonies, which for the most part, in 1787, haa a common language,
common religious views, adjacent boundaries, common enemies, and
mutual interests.
I oppose all of these Atlantic Union resolutions because of their obvious tie-in with the Atlantic Union "special interest groups," who
for 23 years have been applying pressure upon our Congressmen to
promote their "regional government" schemes, while enjoying taxexempt status, though actually lobbyists.
It is a sickening sight to witness legislators falling over themselves
to cosponsor legislation detrimental to the integrity of our country.
We do not need these resolutions-all the mechanisms necessary
for Atlantic unity already exist in the present setup of NATO if
only our NATO allies would honor their treaty obligations. If we cannot cooperate in an alliance, how can we do so in a Federal Union,
short of police-state controls?
Is this what you, distinguished Representatives, wish to impose
upon this, our beloved country? How would you explain to the mothers and fathers that their sons and daughters may be called upon to

fight and die on some distant shore, not in defense of their homeland,
but as policemen for a regional or world government?
Once committed to Federal Union, we are forever-trapped, betraying the sacrifices made by all our honored war dead, who gave to the
last bitter drop that we might live free and independent.
We must never betray them; they must not have died in vain.
Thank you.
Mr. FRASER. Thank you very much, Mrs. Williams.
Mr. Gross.
Mr. Gnoss. Mrs. WVilliams, I want to commend you for an excellent
statement.
Mrs. WILAMs. Thank you.
Mr. GRoss. I note in one of the statements made here today that the
State Department is strongly in favor of this resolution. They have
gone from opposition to favoring it. I doubt very much, with some
experience and some knowledge of the operation in the State Department, that that Department would endorse a resolution of this type
if they did not feel tlat they could control whatever takes place.
Do you have any idea whether the Council on Foreign Relations,
that exclusive club in New York City-Mrs. WILLTAmS. 58 East 68th Street.
Mr. GRoss [continuing]. With a voting membership limited to a
radius of a few miles in the heart of New York City--do you have
any idea whether they do support this resolution?
Mrs. WmuAxs. Well, it seems to me, judging from their membership lists, that there are many of them who support it.
Mr. GRoss. I doubt that the State Department would endorse it,
if they opposed it. I cannot believe that the State Department would
endorse it without the approval of the Council on Foreign Relations.
Mrs. WILuAMs. This is the sort of thing I think the people should
know more about. There is so little publicity on it.
The real effort to let the people know is not there. The effort is
to keep it very close, jusas the Senate hearings were kept very close.
And I am very grateful to be granted the privilege to speak here today.
Mr. GROSS. Who do you suppose will put up the bulk of the money
if it ever comes to full flower?
Mrs. WILrUAMS. The United States.
Mr. GRoss. The taxpayers of this country will put up the money.
And if there is a devaluation of the dollar, the taxpayers of this country will make up the shortfall to this organization, as it doe to other
international organizations.
II am sure they will see to it in their charter of Atlantic Union that
there is a provision that if there is a devaluation of the dollar they
will make certain that the adjustment is made to take care of that 10
percent, and to hell with an adjustment for the taxpayers and citizens
of this country. There -will be no adjustment in their 10-percent loss.
Mrs. WILLAMS. I believe you.
Mr. GRoss. Thank you, Mrs. Williams.
Mr. FRasMr. Mr. Findley.
Mr. FiNDLEY. Mrs. Williams, I am grateful that you would take the
trouble to prepare this statement and come in today. Obviously we
do not agree on this concept or on what may lead from the enactment of this resolution.

The one thing in your statement that pained me a little bit was
your assertion that Atlantic inion is a tightly guarded subject totally
unknown to the man in the street.
It is not tightly guarded as a result of my Own approachanl attitude, because, I have done the.best I could to bring it to public attention, not only here inthis country, llt abroad. and aliso within my
own dlistriet.
I have always been proud of my identification with the idea and
frequently hav*e talked in detail about it in meetings with various
groups i i my district, including very patriotic groups like the
I)alghters, of the American Revolution.
And I am gratified at the extent. of support that does emerge. It is
not. universal, of course. Many 1,eol)le share your apprehensions about
this idea. Tley see it as a challenge to the Constitution of the United
States. I view it. from a different perspective. I see it as a way ii
which we can~seek to apply t-he genius of our own Constitution to a
but, not departing one bit from
wider area of land an(l to moreofpeople
our Constitution.
objectives
the
and
idealism
the
I feel that I am:deeply. committed to this idealisin myself, and
I am sure you are, too, so I simply thank you for your co ril)ltion.
Mrs. I i. mrs. Thank you,.Representati e Fi Idley.
[r. Fit.\sm. Mrs. Williams, I wanted to ask you about one statemen you made.
You indicated that as you read House ,Joint Resolution 205 you
did iiot find any mention made of consistency with the Constitution
of the United States. As I read it, it is to be submitted to the Congress.
I would assume that that would be consistent with the (Constitut-ion.
Mrs. WTILLIAMS. The act of submission of a report to the Congress is
is the intent exl)ressed in the resolution which should
not relevant. It.
I e consistent with the Constitution. 'The Constitution (loes not allow
for a concel)t such as federation with the NATO countries.
The delegates to the Constitutional Convention were selected by
the legislatures of the various States, unlike method called for in this
resolution.
Mr.Filsim. I am not eimugh of an expert. on early conventions but
I just. would point out that as I understand it, this'delegation, could
do no more than conic back with recommendations. There is no selfexecuting provision here.
irVrj.rqs. The Atlantic Convention of 1962 submitted the
Mrs.
declarationn of Paris to Congress only to have it disregarded by the
Foreign Relat ions al(l FIoreign Afrairs Committees.
Mr. FIASE. That is perhaps a good enough illustration. Thel'e is
nothing here that would seem to contravene the U.S. Constitution.
If anything it would seem to contemplate working within the framework of the Constitution.
M rs. Wmi~i.:vms. I am not aware that anyone except the President
or someone delegated by the President may milake appointments of
(itizen delegates to attend these conventions.
Under what authorit-Y does the Speaker of the House and the
President of the Senate have the powers to make. such appointments
as are called for in House Joint Resolution 205?
Where does that come in in the Constitution?

Mr. FRASE. I did not know you were raising tile question of appointment.We have meetings, I kno;w of, of "Membersof Congress, with other'
parliamentary bodies. The Sleaker and the Pi'esident of the Senate
(10 make appointments to a variety of such bodies.
Mrs. WLLA-M-s. May I refer to the Parliamnentary bodies? In 1955)
through House Joint Resolution 501 the Parliamentarians came into
beinr as an unofficial body. In 1H6( they transformed themselves, by
resoriution, into the North Atlantic, Assembly. his is today a miniofficial body. Was this transformation approved by the U.S. congress ?
Mr. F IN-IYv. Will til gentleman yield at that point?
Mr. FRAsEm. I will Ibe glad to.
Mr. F JN
DEY. It is true that the name of the organization did change
mid sone of the substance changed, too, l)ut to a very minor extent.
The only authority the North Atlantic Assembly has is to send comnmunications to the Secretary General of NATO. He has no obligation
to respon(I but he accepts the obligation to receive these communications.
To considerr the North Athuitic Assembly or its 1)redecessors or.,ranization, the NATO Parliamentarians, as a legislative policymaking
body., would be a great exaggeration. Even under the new name it (toes
not really have any authoiity within the NATO organization.
Mis. WVILLIXSrS. It has advanced to a semiofficial status according to
the NAVTO newsletters.
Mr. FISETm. It has advanced to the point where the Secretary', General of NATO recognizes its existence and accepts the duty of receiving
its communications.
Mrs. WIrLLAms. The report of the Political Committee of the North
Atlantic Assembly, recently submitted to the North Atlantic Council
some very interesting resolutions, one of which called for giving legal
conventions, recommllenlded by the NAA. the force of law in the meiber countries which, if ever considered and implemented, would be a
real foot in the door of l)olitical federation of NATO.
M. FI,Ei.V. And yet, as you state, it was nothing more than an
expression of opinion on the 'part of the members of that committee
and the plenary session of the assembly and had no force of policy

whatever .
Mrs. Wirm.\%ms. Will not the Committee of Nine of the North Atlantic Assembly submit a report on greater cooperation and unity of

the NATO countries, sometime this fall?
Mr. FINDLEY. I hope. it will come up with some eonstructive. ideas.
-

And judging by the character of the members. I feel that it will.
Mr's. IhVLLIA'MN~s. Then why have another convention?
Mi'. I NDXY. There again, it will not, have the force of law, or

policy. It won't speak for a. government any more than this convention itself would. This convention, however, is directed toward a rather
s)ecific objective, much more specific than the Committee of Nine.
Mrs. WILLIA.

Senator Jlavits, Chairman of the Committee of

Nine, at a press conference in New York yesterday, explained that the
aims of his committee are to remedy tile political, economic, and military weaknesses of the NATO countries. This would appear to he dilp1 ication of effort and expense.

To me, you parliamentarians have R greater right to do something

like this, to study something like this, than a group of delegates to a
convention, such as called for in House Joint Resolution 205.
The Atlantic Convention of 1962 was stacked with Atlantic Unionists; it seems that the American people-might be more receptive to the
recommendations of a group compromising their elected officials.
Now, I am not putting in a plug for Atlantic Union 'by the North
Atlantic Assembly, but if it were to come, I would rather see it come
through my elected officials and not through a relatively small group
of self-interested special-interest people.
Mr. FINDrLY. I just will add this comment:That the delegation contemplated by this resolution would be in part selected by one of your
elected officials the President, an official wio has no part in the formation or the work of the North Atlantic Assembly.
Mrs. WILLAMS. Inasmuch as the President is apparently for the concept of this resolution, I can only hope that he will be objective in his
choice of the six appointments.
Naturally there are people who would be for it. I would like to be
assured that the people entrusted with the selection and appointment
of the delegates to the convention be completely objective in their
choices, and I would like the appointed delegates to be educated, eminent citizens free from preconceived prejuldices against the independence of the United States.
Mr. Guoss. If I might make a quick observation: Of two things you
can be certain, Mrs. Williams, that it will be well controlled, from the
standpoint of promotion, further promotion, of Atlantic Union, and
the $200,000 will grow and grow. The $200,000 and much more will be
gone "where the woodbine twineth and the winedoodle whineth."
Mrs. WILUAms. The convention of 1962 turned out to be an expensive boondoggle--a complete waste of American taxpayers' money.
Thank you, Representative Fraser and Representative Gross. I hope
I didn't keep you too long.
Mr. FRASEm Thank you very much.
The subcommittee will adjourn.
[Whereupon, at 4:42 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned, subject to
the call of the Chair.]

STATEMENT OF HON. MARIO BIAGGI, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK
Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Chairman, I wish to indicate my strong opposition
to the Atlantic Union Resolution-House Joint Resolution 205-which
is before you today. I would like to briefly state some of my reasons for
my position.
My primary concern is that such a proposal, if pursued could lead
to a loss of national sovereignty for the United States. While I believe
fully that we must promote international cooperaition especially in
areas of common concern such as trade and defense, I do not believe
that such cooperation must come at the cost of losing control over our
destiny as a nation. Yet it appears that that is exactly where we. are
headed with this proposal.
There is a secondary concern over the questions raised about the
motives of those promoting this prQposal and about the history of our
foreign policy involvement in supranational organizations. One look
at the United Nations shows that it has been ineffective in solving
world problems. Why create yet another supranational structure that
may only cause further confusion. The questions concerning the
motives of the promoters of this plan throughout the world need close
inspection. A more thorough investigation should be conducted by
the committee before Congress makes any final decision.
A third concern I have is that our international relations are at
present in a state of turmoil. We have just barely extricated ourselves
from a terrible war in Southeast Asia. We are having tremendous
balance-of-trade problems with several European countries and
Japan. The international monetary situation remains precarious. The
Middle East could flame into a major conflict overnight. It does not
seem wise to me to interject another point of possible conflict among
the Western family of nations. Yet, I feel certain that if this proposal
were enacted such would be the outcome.
Therefore, Mr. Chairman, for these and many other reasons I urge
the committee not to report out the resolution.
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I would like to take this opportunity to reiterate my strong oppositioln to a, resolution of this character. l)evelopments since aprl)oval by
the Foreign Affairs ( committee of a similar resolution have confirmed
view that this type of resolution is indeed unwise. My support for
the views contain( in the minority report Oil House Joinit Resolution
90 of the 924( Congress still stands.
MlNORIITY VIEWS ON HOUSE JOINT E.ESOALtT1ON 900, 922
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Our oP))ositioni to House Joint Resoluition 900 is based largely on
l)ractical considerations. Although we Sup)olrt. the concept of Atlantic

c(in1 ntinl ity and Cooperation-both from the standpoint of "strengththrorh NAIo and of "faci itat i g commeree of all kinds"--goals which are set forth in the preamble-we
fail to see how adoption of this far-reaching proposal.colld c(otrilute
to the realization of these goals. In fact. this resolution could have preCisely the opposite effect.
Tihis poiit is worth eml)hasizing. The pl-ol)on1eVits of 1louse Joint
Resolution 900 claim that what is being proposed here is merely an
exp)loratory effort to seek "a more perfect. union of the Atlantic cominunity." To that end an "Atlantic I'nion" delegation of Iseminent
Americans-of whom 12 are to be Members of ('ongress-is' to e establishedl. The American delegation will I authorized both to organize and participate.'in a convention to exl)lore the l)ossil)ilit.y of
transforming .AIO into a federal union. They will have maximum

enlIng common dlef ense

flexibility to carry out this mandate-free frotn"oflicial ilistruictions."

In ot hem) words, the proponents contend, neither the American delegates nor the pIrospeetive delegates f'omn other nations participating
ini the (onvention will be subject at this stage to l)olicy guidanice from
their reslective governments.
If agreement. is reached on specific proposals, further authorization
,ill 1be' required from the appropriate national legislative 1)0(1ies. Even
if the effort is unsuccessful, tle -e proponents say, nothing is lost by
the attemlt. This line of reasonng--namely, that at wotst the resolition is harmless-apparently has been found persuasive by a majority of the membership of the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
fIt is this very argument which we consider to be of questionable
validity. L,t its look at theIpresent situation in Europe. After many
years of eWfort, it now seems possible. though not. yet. certain, that
tile IUnited Kingdom may soon join the European Economic Commuhas, in fact,
nity. The Presi(ent of 1 rance, Mr. Georges Pompid ,18
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just recently concluded a visit with Prime Minister Heath in England
to discuss this prospect.
In this connection, it is common knowledge that the French especially have dragged their heels for years regarding Britain's entry
into the Common Market, in part because of fears that the United
States might thereby increase its economic influence in Europe. Traditional opponents of Britain's entry have referred to the British as the
Americans' "Trojan horse" on the European Continent.
Given this European context, with major decisions unresolved, what
would be the effect of a movement spearheaded by the Americans for
"union now" with Europe? Would an American initiative to transform
present relationships into a "more effective unity based on federal
principles" actually promote the cause of Atlantic unity? Might not
such a move at this delicate juncture in European history be more likely
to have the opposite effect Might it not easily be interpreted in Europe
as an attempts-belated perhaps and clumsy, but nonetheless serious-to reestablish United States "hegemony" in Western Europe? Would
not such a "backdoor" approach on our part be more likely to produce
discord than harmony within the Atlantic community?
In order to allay such misgivings in Europe, Presideni Nixon wisely
stated in last year's foreign policy report to Congress: "This administration does not view our allies as pieces in an American grand
design." Rather, the President pointed out, we have followed a policy
of promoting pragmatic steps which will strengthen NATO and the
OECD. This approach, it seems to us, makes good sense. It is particularly appropriate during an era of European economic and political
resurgence.
Even in the economic sphere, progress toward European integration has been gradual at best-the result of long, painstaking negotiation. Although much has been accomplished since the signing of the
Treaty of Rome in 1957, the course of the EEC has not been easy, and
there have, been setbacks along the way. Before Congress undertakes
an initiative as comprehensive--even utopian-as this resolution con-

templates, given the current realities of European as well as U.S.
domestic politics, we should at least have an indication that our
European allies are seriously interested in cooperating in such a "transformation" of present relationships. There is no evidence to suggest
that they have given the idea much thought, or that they would
contemplate sending delegates to the progos"convention."
So much for our primary objection to this Atlantic Union proposal,
which-we repeat--is much less innocuous than its sponsors would
have us believe.
Let us examine some of the specifics: The western nations which
are to be asked to send delegates to an Atlantic Union convention
do not include all of the members of NATO, but only such "parliamentary democracies as desire to join in the enterprise." Greece, presunmably, is not presently qualified to join in this exploration of the
advantages of a federal union because of the nature of its present
government. Nor could the ultimate goal of House Joint Resolution
900 be accurately described as an "Atlantic Union," despite the language of the resolution, because it is contemplated that the convention may invite other parliamentary democracies to participate. One
can only surmise about which other countries might receive such
invitations-Japan? Australia? New Zealandl Mexico? Any democratic country in Africa or Latin America?
Despite this vagueness in language and purpose, the resolution
nevertheless indicates that what is sought, initially at least, is the
development of a federal union to replace existing ties between
friendly nations, most especially those in the North Atlantic Treaty
alliance. What is sought is a "common defense" policy agreed upon
by members of this uion-with agreement also on ways to cut defense
costs * * * What is sought is a single stable currency, a single policy
regarding international trade, and a decision as to how this new
federal union might increase its aid to developing nations. These
decisions, it should be emphasized, are to be made by the union. They
will be binding on all members of that union, regardless of the feelings
of the individual member nations.
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For Congress to pass this resolution this spring would be a construe-

tive and timely initiative toward international cooperation and stability. Much o? the worl has wondered in recent years about our (!ongress' role in worll affairs;. passage of the resolution would provide a
partial answer, a11) a welcome one.
From the American point of view in 1973. while many places are iml)ortant, there is no area of the globe-outside the United States itselfwhere American interests are more iml)ortant Or more extensive than
ill Western Europe. Our mutual historical, ethnic, and political ties;
our mutual trade; our mutual investments; our mutual monetary interdel)en(lency tie mass tourist travel of our citizens-'all combine
to make Western Europe and North America the largest and most intimate system of mutual interests ill the world today. For the Congress
to pass this resolution woul be a first step, and a crucially important
step, toward providing a necessary and apl)ro)riate framework in
which Ou1' governments could consider then.rvalrlous economic, political, and secuity problems and interests in Roperr relation to each
other.
For example, in terms of economic relations-sl)ecifi('al ly, trade and
monetary relations-the nations of Western Europle and the IUnited
States today tend to stress their separate short-term interests. They
pursue tie acc.umulation of small aidantages; each seeks a qualitati\ve
edge over the others. These coml)etitive tactics are often al)l)ropri ate
and even necessary, but not always. I here is also a dee) need to give
weight to the longer range I)alance and stability of the Atlantic conmunity as a whole ; hut there is no modern institutional or political AthinticA-wi(le framework against which tile narrow and short-tern )1treaucratic pursuit of tactical advalntage is required to he weighted. ()ur
various national economies are to(lay very closely linked, so that trends
in one country can be quickly felt "inothers, but national )olicies remain distinct. anl the international monetary system. the OECI), the
group of 1),have proved inadequate to the task of making adjustments
that are necessary'when economies move at different rates. in other
words, what is laking-and what could be supplied to some extent immediately bv congressional passage of the pending resolution-is a
strong political commitment to the concept of an Atlantic community
traninterest
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Security policy is the otherarea in which the United States and
many of the countries of Western Europe are linked closely together.
The need for this link remains as strong as ever, even though there
have been welcome improvements in the overall climate of international relations.
(60)

'he aim of the security links between the United States and its
Western Euiopean allies is to guarantee the security, and the freedom
froil 1)ol it ica 1(oinan
i1alice o econoII0IUic exl)loitat ion, of Western Europe,
which are themselves vital security interests of the United States. An
essential element of the guaranltee is provided by American nuclear

forces and by the substantial American conventional forces maintained
in Europe. 'This American element is vital if heads of government are
to retain that full political self-confidence which alone can J)rovide a
foundation on which they will be able to complete undisturbed the
building of an economically and politically united Europe. Congressional passage of the resolution would constitute a timely and exciting
expression of political initiative which would have important and constructive effects on international political balance and stability.
Finally-and perhaps most importantly-congressional passage of
the resolution would be a clear recognition by Congress of the inevitable link between our security interests and our economic conflicts.
It would be a political initiative toward the development of an appropriate framework in which our governments could consider their
ecoiin-oic problems in proper relation to their common political and
security interests.

